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Abstract

This thesis describes a computational grammar that analyzes Swedish noun phrases, and maps
them to semantic representations. The noun phrase grammar is a component of the Swedish
version of the Phoenix natural language interface to databases system which maps natural language
questions to corresponding SQL queries. The coverage of the grammar is determined by the noun
phrase part of a grammar specification for Swedish questions. Beside grammatical literature, a
Wizard of Oz dialogue corpus has been used to investigate the grammatical phenomena supported
by the grammar specification. An evaluation corpus has been compiled by randomly selecting
questions from Internet FAQ:s about cellular phones, Internet banking and broadband connection.
From these questions, noun phrases were extracted and supplied to the grammar. After manually
examining the resulting semantic representations, it was found that 83% of a total of 254 noun
phrases were given all the intended semantic representations, and only the intended semantic
representations.

Keywords: Natural language interfaces to databases, Computational grammars, Noun phrases,
Question–Answering systems, Swedish grammar
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Chapter 1

Introduction

T
oday, manufacturing companies spend enormous sums on customer support, answering ques-
tions about their products, which in many cases are simple and asked very frequently. These

questions can often be answered automatically and thereby costs can be cut down. One common
way of automation is to write a document with Frequently Asked Questions, a FAQ, where, as
the name reveals, the most frequently occurring questions about a certain product, together with
their answers, are listed. This approach is appealing when the size of the FAQ is moderate and,
the user does not have to spend too much time searching for the question he would like to pose.
When the FAQ grows, along with user search time, this approach becomes less useful since the
user’s patience is often quite low, which, in turn, often results in that the user ”gives up”, and
stops trying to get an answer to his question.

Another approach to the problem, is to organize the facts about the product, the ”answers”,
in a database and use a natural language interface to query the database. In a natural language
interface to databases, a NLIDB, the user can formulate his question in his own words, and thus
user search time is eliminated.

The purpose of this thesis is to implement a computational grammar for parsing Swedish noun
phrases (NP:s). The coverage of the NP grammar is predetermined by the noun phrase part of
a grammar specification for Swedish defining which fragment of the language to cover in order
to get a first version of commercial Swedish NLIDB out on the market. More specifically, I will
write a grammar to analyze NP:s that have common nouns, proper nouns or pronouns as their
head. Common nouns can be grammatically specified, quantified and modified. Noun modification
will be possible by adjectives, adjectival participles and both single and coordinated prepositional
attributes. Quantification is possible by generalized quantifiers, cardinal and ordinal numbers,
and specification is made by articles and possessive determiners, such as genitive and possessive
pronouns and nouns in genitive. The grammar will also cover certain non-elliptic coordinations of
NP:s and be able to handle scope ambiguities of adjectives and quantifiers, i.e. the cases where it
is not clear whether an adjective, for instance, scopes over the closest conjunct only, or over the
whole noun coordination. The grammar will be implemented in the XLDG formalism within the
Phoenix system, described in section 2.2.

As it is understanding the meaning of a question and not checking its grammaticality per se that
is the goal of a NLIDB, the goal of each parse in Phoenix is to create a tree of semantic predicates
which will, via intermediate logic representations, be turned into an SQL query. Still, the aim has
been to give semantic representations to grammatical questions only. Ungrammatical questions
will not be parsed since there is, in the system’s present state, no attempt to automatically correct
questions by means of, for example, a spell checker.

The rest of the thesis is outlined as follows. In chapter 2, I will discuss the history of Q/A
systems by reviewing some of the most prominent NLIDB:s from the seventies and onward. I
will also briefly touch upon related system types, like the old Artificial Intelligence idea of expert
systems, but also the latest trend in Q/A adherent to the field of Information Retrieval, finding
answers in large text collections. I will point out the advantages and disadvantages of NLIDB:s
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contra more formalized input methods, and close the chapter by an overview of the Phoenix
system, its parser and its grammar formalism. In chapter 3, I will account for the background of
the Swedish grammar specification and for the theoretical and empirical sources that have been
used when writing the grammar. I will also state the order in which the linguistic sub-parts of
the grammar have been implemented. Chapter 4, is the main chapter of the thesis, explaining the
ideas behind the grammar rules. The chapter has a bottom-up approach of description, starting
with the lower level phrases functioning as attributes in the NP, and continuing with the NP level
where the attributes are attached to the head noun. Chapter 4 ends with describing the treatment
of coordinations of NP:s. In chapter 5, the correctness of the grammar is tested against a hand
crafted test suite and the grammar is then evaluated against a randomly compiled corpus. The
result of the evaluation is discussed, and a short review is given of which type of NP:s that either
could not be parsed at all, that was given some erroneous reading, or that lacked some reading.
The reason of failure is examined for each NP type. Finally, the thesis is summarized in chapter
6, and some suggestions on future developments to improve the NP grammar are given.

The notational techniques used in this thesis, are the following. Material from the object lan-
guage (Swedish) will be marked with italics. Translations of the Swedish examples will immediately
succeed the example and will be written in parenthesis. Units from the XLDG source code of the
grammar will be marked with the font Courier. Along with the notational practice in linguistic
literature, ungrammatical phrases will be preceded by an asterisk and grammatically questionable
phrases will be preceded by a question-mark. Alternative words in the object language examples
will be marked by a slash. When the tree structure of a parse need to be shown, it is done by
square brackets in the examples. Finally, if a language example is taken from the corpus on which
the grammar is based – the project corpus – , it will be succeeded by a P surrounded by square
brackets.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Question Answering systems

In this section I will give a short survey of the Q/A systems that have been most prominent from
the seventies until today. Roughly, there are two different subtypes of Q/A systems that use NL as
the means of interaction between human and computer: interfaces to organized data, and systems
that retrieve answers from large text collections. The first category can be further subdivided,
according to its task, into expert systems and NLIDBs. The focus of this section will naturally be
on NLIBDs, since this is the type of framework within which the NP grammar will be written.

2.1.1 Natural Language Interfaces to highly organized data

Expert systems

Traditionally, the field of Q/A has attracted people coming from the Artificial Intelligence (AI)
research community which often use Q/A as natural language interfaces to expert systems. Char-
acteristic for expert systems is that they contain detailed knowledge about a specific domain. This
knowledge, which is manually acquired by domain experts, is used together with various reasoning
mechanisms in order to automatically draw inferences and make decisions given a certain input.
One of the oldest such system is SHRDLU written by Terry Winograd in the early 70’s (Wino-
grad, 1972). In SHRDLU the user can carry on a simple dialogue in natural language with the
system, within a small world of objects, a block world. The user can move the blocks around using
ordinary English and see the results on a simple display screen while getting natural language
feedback from the system. More recent expert systems using NL interfaces are developed within
the DARPA High Performance Knowledge Bases Projects (Cohen et al., 1998).

Databases

The history of natural language interfaces to databases goes back to the late seventies. It had a
boom in the mid eighties, while the number of papers written in this topic decreased in the early
nineties (Androutsopoulos et al., 1995) (p. 3). The earliest success of NLIBDs was WilliamWoods’
LUNAR system that allowed geologists to ask questions in English about chemical analysis of moon
rocks. Notable about the LUNAR system is that it was subject to one of the first evaluations of
Q/A systems. Out of 111 of the questions which were within the scope of the moon rock data, the
system supplied correct answers to 78% of them, 12% of them failed for ”clerical” reasons and the
remaining 10% were more serious errors (Voorhees and Tice, 2000).1 The LUNAR system fully
parses the user’s question and maps it to a first order logic representation. (Androutsopoulos et
al., 1995) (p. 15)

1One of the original articles about LUNAR is William Woods’ and R. Kaplan’s Lunar rocks in natural English:
Explorations in natural language question answering in Fundamental Studies in Computer Science, 1977
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Later in the seventies other Q/A systems appeared. LADDER, (as described by Androut-
sopoulos et al. (1995) p. 2,3,16)2 is one of them. One characteristic of LADDER is that the
system uses semantic grammars which, just as syntactic grammars, parse the input and map it
to a tree representation, but instead of of using syntactic labels on tree nodes, these grammars
use semantic categories. Thus, domain-specific knowledge is hard-coded into the grammar which
make them almost impossible to port to other domains than the ones they were originally written
for. As a consequence, a new grammar has to be written for each new domain that the system is
going to be configured for. Another feature of LADDER is that it could be used with quite large
databases and that it also was possible to configure for different underlying database management
systems.

In contrast, the portability issue was addressed in the early eighties Q/A system CHAT-80
(Warren and Periera, 1982). While CHAT-80 was originally configured to answer questions about
world geography, it could easily be ported to other domains. This was due to the system’s modular
architecture which clearly separated domain dependent from domain independent parts. Along
with the wish of making the source code application independent, Warren and Periera (1982) also
wanted to make their system as efficient as possible, and the authors showed that within the limited
domain of geography, CHAT-80 generates all answers to a question within one second (Warren
and Periera, 1982)(p. 118). This was fast, considering the status of computer hardware in 1982.
Moreover, CHAT-80 was entirely implemented in Prolog and turned constrained English questions,
via intermediate levels of representation, into Prolog expressions, which were evaluated against a
Prolog database. The source code of CHAT-80 has been widely spread among researchers, and
has influenced many experimental Q/A systems. One direct descendant of CHAT-80 is MASQUE,
developed in the mid eighties, which in the nineties was modified not to query a Prolog database
as the original version, but to generate and execute SQL code. (Androutsopoulos et al., 1993)

Another Q/A system JANUS (Bobrow et al., 1990), which represented the semantics of a
question by intensional logic, had the possibility to query multiple underlying systems instead of
just a single database. These underlying systems did not necessarily need to be a homogeneous
collection of knowledge sources, but could be of different kinds such as relational databases, expert
systems and decision support systems. Bobrow et al. (1990) illustrate this with an example: when
asking the system the question Which of those submarines has the greatest probability of locating
A within 10 hours, the system could solve the different subproblems using different underlying
systems: one system for calculating how long it would take to get to A for each submarine,
another system for estimating the probabilities, and yet another system to display the results
(Bobrow et al., 1990)(p. 227).

Generic front-ends, which map a subset of some natural language into a logical representation,
had also been developed. One of them is CLE (Alshawi and van Eijck, 1989), which is a domain
independent system for converting a subset of English sentences into logical representations. The
conversion is carried out in two steps, each having a well-defined input and output. The first step
converts the sentence into a Quasi Logical Form (QLF) which is an underspecified representation
in three regards: scope of various scope-bearing operators , such as quantifiers, is not set; the
distinction between distributive and collective readings of nouns is not yet made; and referential
expressions, such as personal pronouns, are not yet resolved (Alshawi and van Eijck, 1989)(p.25).
The second step is to convert QLF:s into logical forms that are resolved in terms of the above
mentioned underspecifications. Just as CHAT-80, CLE is completely written in Prolog which
makes unification the main operation, used in all parts of the system. The other typical feature
of CLE is its economic representation of local ambiguities where structures are shared between
similar analysis of a constituent (Gambäck, 1997)(p. 25). There is also a Swedish grammar, SLE
(Gambäck, 1997), for the CLE system which will be mentioned in section 3.3.2.

A totally different approach to Q/A from the above systems is advocated by Sneiders (2002)
who recently came up with a new implementation of an old idea which makes use of ready made
question-templates. A template represents various ways of expressing the content of a certain

2The original reference is G. Hendrix et al., Developing a Natural Language Interface to Complex Data, In ACM
Transactions an Database Systems, 1978.
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question. The empty slots in the template is the variable part of the question, and those will,
if certain keywords are matched with words from the input question, be filled in by entities or
relations from the database. When the required slots are filled the template is transformed into
an SQL-query. One advantage of Sneiders’ system is that the user can relatively freely formulate
his question, since their is no notion of syntax and the keywords in each template are order
independent. On the one hand the approach has the advantage of being robust, at the expense of
manually creating the question-templates. On the other hand, the system cannot guarantee 100%
precision, i.e., it might not always give the right answer if there is another question-template with
different meaning but with overlapping keywords. Moreover, Sneiders (2002) claims that ”The
multiple lexicon solves a long lasting problem of NLP – disambiguation of the meanings of words
in the context of a short expression.”(p. 21–21). This only means that there are specific keywords
attached to each template rather than that all keywords are applicable to all templates. So, for
each question-template in the system, the template writer can determine which meaning of the
ambiguous word is referred to, by means of listing synonyms of the word.

Another nineties Q/A system is START (Katz, 1997) which, just as the expert system
SHRDLU, was developed at M.I.T. At first START was a traditional NLIDB, but by the time
of 1993, Katz (1997) wanted to be able to acquire information from the Internet as the mass of
information on the World Wide Web started to grow. With a highly sophisticated full sentence
syntactic natural language analysis of the user’s question, the parser produces semantic represen-
tations in terms of sentence kernel relations between subject, verb and object. With this formal
representation it was not possible to robustly acquire full-text answers from outside the database.
To be able to bridge the gap between their linguistically advanced analysis of questions on the one
hand, and the wish of processing huge amounts of texts on the other hand, Katz (1997) manually
annotated snippets of free text from the World Wide Web with a much simpler paraphrase – a
core sentence – which was possible to automatically fully analyze. Pointers from this groomed
version of the answer to the original free-text version were then created.

2.1.2 Q/A systems finding answers in large collections of free text

To get answers from on-line documents is the most recent trend in the Q/A discipline, and the
purpose of this section is to give a brief description of the conference that gave enthusiasm to
develop this kind of systems, and exemplify with a few of these systems.

In the nineties, the number of on-line documents grew explosively, and a need for getting an-
swers to specific questions from the Internet arose. Manual translation from textual documents
into data bases, as in NLIDBs, covering a large number of domains, is simply impractical, which
is why this task is not suitable for the traditional methods adopted within the AI or NLP com-
munities. Robust and scalable systems were needed to cope with the large syntactic diversity of
free-text. The traditional task of Information Retrieval (IR) has been to retrieve a ranked list of
documents, given some input information, and thus, IR method on its own cannot provide answers
to specific questions. To stimulate research on the Q/A task in IR, a special Q/A track in the an-
nual TREC (Text REtrieval Conference)(Voorhees and Tice, 2000), was designed, and have since
it started in 1998 with TREC-8, given rise to a massive increase of systems that answer questions
by searching large collections of documents. TREC-8 was the first large-scale domain-independent
evaluation of Q/A systems. The evaluation is formed as a competition between different research
Q/A systems. Given a large text corpus and a test collection of questions 3, the system that an-
swers each question correctly within the top five ranked answers, wins.4 In addition, each question
from the test collection is guaranteed to have an answer in at least one document in the corpus.
The answers is then judged by three trained assessors to be either correct or incorrect.

The systems competing in TREC have roughly the same two-step strategy for finding their
answers: first, they find the relevant texts for the question (be it whole documents or paragraphs),
with more or less traditional IR methods; second, they use NLP methods for finding the answer

3In TREC-9 the size of the corpus was 3Gbytes, and the number of test questions were 200.
4For information about how the score is calculated, see page 202 in Voorhees and Tice (2000).
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within the retrieved texts. 5

One typical feature of these systems is that they often have answer type taxonomies, e.g. (Pasca
and Harabagiu, 2001) and (Hovy et al., 2000), to which they map questions in order to decide
what kind of answer to be searched for, e.g. a city, a person, an event etc. Many of them also make
use of the synonym and hyponym relations between words found in WordNet6 to get around the
problem that the same words used in a question, would be used for searching the answer to that
question. For example, if the question is When was J.F. Kennedy murdered?, and a snippet of
text in the corpus was found saying J.F. Kennedy was assassinated in 1963, WordNet would find
a synonym relation between murder and assassinate and this text snippet would be very highly
ranked in the list of potential answers.

To conclude this section I will point out some differences between IR based Q/A systems
described in this section, and the Natural Language Interfaces to Databases described in the
previous section. Whereas, the goal of the parsing module of NL interfaces to organized data, is to
generate some semantic/logic representation of various specificity, systems that search answers in
large text collections have fairly different output from the parsing module, depending on the overall
system architecture. Some of the latter type of systems, parse questions to determine which type
the answer should have according to some answer type taxonomy (Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001),
while others augment this classification with a rephrase of the question, by means of a syntactic
question template, in order to standardize a possibly verbose formulation of the question (Hovy
et al., 2000). Still others adopt shallow parsing using Finite State Transducers, to produce a
slot–filler template as most often used in the field of Information Extraction (Srihari and Li,
2000). However, the point is that there is no a priori type of output for Q/A systems which
search free text for answers, while for NL interfaces to organized data, the output of the parser
will eventually be transformed into some formal query language such as SQL, possibly via some
intermediate representation.

It also has to be emphasized that the NLIDBs and IR based Q/A systems, perform different
tasks and they could not be directly compared or evaluated in the same manner. NLIDBs give
an exact answer or no answer at all depending on the syntactic coverage of the grammar and the
coverage of the domain model. This answer is either generated on the fly or pre-stored. IR based
Q/A systems, on the other hand, always gives an answer as a ranked list of extracted text snippets
that to a larger or lesser degree contain the relevant answer. Moreover, databases are inherently
domain dependent, while that does not need to be the case for text corpora.

2.1.3 Advantages and disadvantages with NLIDBs

This section is based on Androutsopoulos et al. (1995) and summarizes important advantages and
disadvantages of NL interfaces compared to more formalized input methods such as a form-based
interfaces, graphical input forms or even SQL.

Advantages

The most obvious advantage of an NL interface is that the user does not have to learn any artificial
query language to communicate with the knowledge resource, but can use his own natural language.
In graphical or form-based interfaces, invoking forms, linking frames and selecting restrictions from
menus, is still a rather artificial communication which requires to be learned and mastered.

Another advantage is that certain questions are much easier to ask in an NL interface, where
they are hard or tedious to ask in a graphical or form-based interface. The type of questions
in mind are quantified or negated questions such as Which department has no programmers? or
Which company supplies every department?.

5As described by Ferret et al. in Document selection refinement based on linguistic features for QALC, a
Question Answering system presented at conference RANLP 2001.

6One description of WordNet is found in C. Fellbaum (eds.). 1998. WordNet: An Electronic Lexical Database.
Cambridge: MIT Press.
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NLIDBs that supports discourse phenomena such as anaphoric and elliptic expressions, are
also advantageous over any formal query language which normally do not contain these features.
In a system that supports ellipsis or anaphoric reference, the user may ask brief and underspecified
questions, or he might use personal pronouns to refer to entities previously mentioned, where all
this missing information is filled in by the system on basis of the discourse history.

Disadvantages

One of the most serious drawbacks of NLIDBs is that the linguistic coverage is often not obvious to
the user. As previously mentioned, NLIDBs can only handle a sub-part of natural language, and
it is hard to explain to the user which sub-part this is without using linguistic terminology which
many users do not understand. Using an example by Androutsopoulos et al. (1995), from the
MASQUE system, the user might think that the system can handle all kinds of coordinations, and
get false positive expectations, if the system manages to answer the question What are the capitals
of the countries bordering the Baltic and bordering Sweden?. However, the question What are the
capitals of the countries bordering the Baltic and Sweden? cannot be handled. Explaining to the
naive user that the failure occurred because the system cannot cope with distributive readings
of coordinated nouns, but that it does cope with coordinations of verb phrases, will not be easy.
Conversely, the user might get false negative expectations if the system fails to answer a certain
syntactically complex question, when it actually can answer it if the question is reformulated.
Graphical or form-based interfaces does not suffer from these problems because the syntax of the
query language is usually well-documented and all syntactically correct questions are guaranteed
to get an answer. Androutsopoulos et al. (1995) describes how this problem can be attacked from
two ends. Many research projects focus on extending the linguistic coverage of their NLIDB to be
able to understand most user’s questions, at least in a limited domain. Others restrict the user,
and define the sub-part of the language which the system is able to handle. In my opinion the best
way of dealing with this problem is to to write a simple, pedagogical and example-based manual
to the language fragment that the system is currently supporting, and in linguistically motivated
steps, expand the linguistic coverage while keeping the manual updated.

A related disadvantage is that in many systems, the reason why the system failed to answer
a certain question is not clear to the user. He does not know whether the rejected question was
outside of the system’s linguistic coverage, or if its contents was outside the system’s conceptual
coverage. If the latter is the case, no matter how the question is formulated it will not get answered.
This may lead to many false negative expectations about the linguistic coverage of the system. In
some systems an error message is given to inform the user about the source of failure, and this is,
in my opinion a good way of coping with the problem. For the graphical and form-based interfaces
this problem does not exist.

The last disadvantage that will be mentioned, is of a financial kind. NLIDBs often require
lengthy configuration phases, where the system is customized to a specific domain. In contrast,
most commercial database systems have built-in formal query language interpreters, and the im-
plementation of form-based interfaces can be done automatically in large parts. A form-based
interface may consist of menus from which words or phrases can be chosen, and between the
menus there are predefined relations. In the view of commercial systems, the configuration phase
for NLIDBs is thus much more expensive for an NL interface than for a form-based interface.

2.2 The Phoenix NLIDB

The NP grammar written in this thesis is implemented within the Phoenix (Lehmann, 2001)
system which is a commercial NLIDB. Phoenix is a portable system, both in the sense that it is
easy to port between different domains because general, domain independent modules are clearly
separated from domain dependent ditto, and in the sense that it is not tied to any specific formal
query language. The system can serve as an interface to databases such as DB2, Oracle and
MySQL and it can also be used for converting NL questions into XML. In these respects its
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architecture is similar to that of CHAT-80.
The history of the Phoenix system goes back over twenty years and originates from the User

Specialty Languages system (USL), for which a German grammar exists. (Zoeppritz, 1984)

2.2.1 System overview

In this section I will give a very brief overview of the those parts of the Phoenix system that are
relevant for the understanding this thesis.

Conceptual schemas

A conceptual schema can be looked upon as a lexicon where the content bearing entries are
connected with a database entity, and possibly to grammatical relations between itself and other
entities. For example, the lexicon entry for the verb samtala med n̊agon (speak to somebody)
specifies a prepositional object relation between the entity for the verb and the entity for the
prepositional object.

There are three types of schemas covering semantically different material: a base schema, a user
schema and a meta schema. The base schema contains functional and other domain independent
words, while the user schema, which is tightly coupled to a specific database, consists of domain
dependent nouns, names, verbs and adjectives. The user schema is created in the configuration
phase, which in Phoenix is called customization, by means of a specific tool called the customizer.
The customizer has a graphical interface and facilitates easy updating of the user schema. The
meta schema contains meta language words used to ask the system about itself.

In the schemas, each lexicon entry that is connected to a database entity, is mapped as a subtype
of some concept to a conceptual hierarchy, most easily explained as a shallow mini-ontology.

Grammar rules

There are three kinds of grammar rules in the Phoenix system: syntactic rules, morphological rules
and regular expressions. There is no special formalism for morphology rules as they are treated
as a special case of the syntactic rules, combining affixes with stems instead of lexemes. The rule
formalism for regular expressions parsing numeral expressions and names, has a syntax that differs
a bit from the one of morphological and syntactic rules.

As has been mentioned in the introduction, the goal of the syntactic parse is to create one or
more tree structures of semantic calls, called semantic trees.

Intermediate representations

Semantic trees are converted into Conceptual Logic Formulas (CLF:s), based on first order pred-
icate logic, augmented with aggregation functions, queries and commands. The resulting CLF:s,
which are independent of database management system, represent all semantic interpretations
consistent with the NL query. To produce an SQL query, the CLF is first converted into an-
other intermediate format called DBLF, Database Logical Form, that has references to tables and
columns in the database.

2.2.2 The Phoenix parser and the XLDG grammar formalism

The Phoenix parser is a non-deterministic chart parser (Knudsen, 1989) which, just as the parser
in CHAT-80, is completely implemented in Prolog. When initializing the chart, the parser reads
character by character from left to right in the input string, but notably, the grammar rules are
applied reading the lexical arcs from right to left. (Knudsen, 1989)(p. 30)

The XLDG grammar formalism originates from Knudsen’s XDCG (eXtended Definite Clause
Grammar) which in turn is inspired by the META formalism as described by Zoeppritz (1984)(p.
26). META is used in the USL system when writing the German grammar previously mentioned.
XLDG grammar rules will be converted into Prolog expressions before they are fed to the parser,
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but even though unification is a built-in operation in Prolog, the XLDG grammar is not strictly
unificational, in contrast to grammars within the CLE system.

The formal power of XLDG is that of an unrestricted grammar, or a type-0 grammar which
is the most powerful grammar type according to the Chomsky hierarchy (Knudsen, 1989) (p.
14). In contrast to a context free grammar, as used in the pure form of the Head Driven Phrase
Structure Grammar formalism (HPSG), unrestricted grammars allows transformational rules, i.e.
restructuring the linear order of constituents. Thus, unrestricted grammars allows for grammar
rules with more than one symbol on the left hand side, such as the rule BA → AB. Linguistic
phenomena such as preposition stranding can then be handled in a possibly simpler way in XLDG
than, for example, in HPSG.

In addition, a syntactic category such as A above is mostly not atomic in XLDG, but as in
most modern grammar formalisms, it is a structure containing feature–value pairs to nuance the
linguistic meaning, or to control the order of rule application, see section 4.1. In contrast to
for example HPSG, XLDG does not support any complex, recursive feature structures. Instead,
features only have atomic values which are either logical, numeric or a member of a pre-declared
set of strings.

The philosophy of the XLDG formalism is to give the grammar writer as much freedom as
possible. The grammar writer is free to use which ever features and grammatical categories he
pleases as long as he provides the correct semantic representation consistent with the description
in Lehmann (2001). Furthermore, there is no type system that would, among other things, relate
linguistically related features to each other. For instance, there is no way to relate the number
features sg (singular) and pl (plural) to a common super type. Moreover, one or more categories
of the left hand side of a grammar rule, does not formally need to relate to any of the categories on
the right hand side, as needed in for example HPSG, where the left hand side category by definition
is the same as the category of the head constituent on the right hand side of the grammar rule.
This freedom still calls for some responsibility of the grammar writer, since there is no control
mechanism that would warn the grammar writer if he uses, for example, linguistically incompatible
features.
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Chapter 3

Method

In this chapter I will account for the material used when implementing the NP grammar. First,
the Swedish grammar specification has been used for determining the coverage of the grammar.
Second, two basically different types of sources has been used to get more detailed information
about the grammatical constructions to be covered. On the one hand, I have examined empirical
material in the form of a dialogue corpus compiled in a Wizard of Oz experiment. On the other
hand, I have consulted theoretical material such as descriptive grammars.

I will conclude this chapter by stating the order of implementation of the NP grammar.

3.1 The Swedish grammar specification

The Swedish grammar specification is a document that defines which grammatical constructions
that should be covered in the full Swedish version Phoenix natural language interface to databases
(Lundstedt and Cedermark, 2002). The Swedish specification is in turn based on an English origi-
nal from which grammatical functionality has been transfered and expressed according to Swedish
grammar. The grammatical functions supported by the English and the Swedish grammar spec-
ifications, thus mirrors which grammatical functions the semantic processing module can handle
in the current state of the Phoenix system.

It is then the part of the Swedish grammar specification defining the noun phrase and its
embedded phrase types that has been used for determining the coverage of the NP grammar.

3.2 Empirical material – Wizard of Oz corpus

Even though the Swedish grammar specification states which grammatical phenomena to cover,
empirical material is needed, to study the details of the constructions. There is also the risk of
putting unproportional amounts of effort on covering some more or less rare grammatical phenom-
ena if one does not consider empirical material. Beside frequency information that facilitates to
give priority to some grammatical constructions over others, one might also discover constructions
that simply have been overlooked in the grammar specification.

I have used the questions in one part of the Linköping Dialogue Corpus (Dahlbäck et al., 1993)
(p.197) as the basis of the NP grammar, henceforth called the project corpus. The dialogue corpus
used was produced in Wizard of Oz simulations in the domain of used car models and contains
20 dialogues consisting of a total of 353 questions asked to the system. Half of the dialogues are
true Wizard of Oz dialogues, but in half of them, the user knows that there is a human being at
the other end of the system. The corpus dialogues are unfortunately not annotated with which
category they belong to, but in my opinion it is very hard to tell from the communication style
which dialogues are true Wizard of Oz dialogues and which are not.

My original idea was to split the dialogue corpus into two parts: one part used as a the
project corpus, and one part used for evaluation purposes, but since the corpus only contains 353
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questions, it was considered to be too small to split, and was then used only as the project corpus.
The dialogue corpus can be found on
http://www.ida.liu.se/∼nlplab/dialogues/cars/cars.tar.gz, and the project corpus can be found in
appendix A. The only difference between the dialogue corpus and the project corpus is that in
the project corpus only the questions are present while the answers has been left out.

As has been implied, I have only used the first part of the Linköping Dialogue Corpus. The
second part covers the domain of charter trips to the Greek archipelago. Unfortunately, the second
part is so verbose that the majority of the questions is out of the scope of the Swedish grammar
specification.1 The reason for the verbose communication style is most likely that the domain
model in the experiment was more complex for the travel scenario than for the car scenario, which
along with graphical aids allowed users to ask more complex questions. Choosing the Linköping
Dialogue Corpus as the project corpus was not a difficult decision since there does not seem to be
any other available Swedish dialogue corpora.

3.3 Theoretical material – grammatical literature

3.3.1 Traditional Swedish grammars

For all parts of the NP grammar Telemann et al. (1999) has been extensively used as the main
reference. In addition, Reuter (1991), gives an overview of Swedish temporal prepositional expres-
sions that are considered to be hard for native Finish speakers. This work has been fairly useful
for writing rules for temporal PP:s.

The literature on Swedish NP coordination seems to be very limited, and I have not been able
to find any references devoted to this topic. I have instead used the corpus, discussed below, as a
starting-point along with both my own and a test subject’s language intuition, see section 4.6.

3.3.2 Swedish computational grammars

SLE (Gambäck, 1997), the Swedish grammar within CLE (Core Language Engine) is a purely
unificational grammar in contrast to the grammar presented in this thesis. Gambäck (1997)
does not shed any light on the particular linguistic difficulties with writing a computational NP
grammar, which is why his work is of little help.

Another Swedish computational grammar is Swedish Constraint Grammar (SWECG) which
conducts shallow parsing with finite state methods. Thus, the formal power of SWECG is much
weaker than that of Phoenix, which is why SWECG and grammars within Phoenix have completely
different solutions to the same problem.2

1For example, after the system has informed the user that hiking is possible on a certain island, the verbose
answer is the following: Det var ju synd. Fotvandring l̊ater kanske bra för mig men det ska ju passa oss bägge. Vi

prövar med fiske och dykning och kanske n̊agon typ av inhemskt hantverk som kan vara intressant.
2SWECG is described in Fred Karlsson et al. (eds.) 1995 Constraint Grammar. A Language-Independent

System for Parsing Unrestricted Text. Mouton de Gruyter.
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Chapter 4

The NP grammar

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will describe and discuss the purpose of this thesis, namely the implementation
of a computational grammar for analyzing Swedish noun phrases. First though, a fact that should
not directly influence grammar writing, but might be seen as a remedy for the grammar writer
must be noted. This is that only the parses consistent with the domain model will be converted
to CLF and these are the only questions that will be provided an answer. As a consequence, the
semantic component will solve ambiguities occurring in the syntax.

Example 1
Kan jag titta p̊a vanliga webbsidor med R380?
(Can I watch ordinary web pages with R380?)

For example, the structurally ambiguous question in example 1, where the PP med R380 might
modify either the the noun webbsidor or the verb titta, can be disambiguated. This is done by
modeling this PP to be only an instrumental adverbial to the verb. This fact does not mean that
one should have a more lax approach to grammar writing, and rely on the database model to
discard spurious or erroneous parses. Such an approach might lead to serious efficiency problems.
Instead a more restrictive approach to grammar writing has been adopted, which aims to supply
”likely” parses. The term ”likely” mostly refers to frequency counts in the project corpus, but
sometimes the frequencies of certain constructions are too low to draw any conclusions from, and
grammatical literature does typically not provide frequency information. In these cases, I had to
trust my language intuition on which potential parses that would be considered as unlikely, and
then restrict grammar rules in order to block these parses.

Returning to the grammatical description, I have chosen not to show source code which only
blurs the interesting aspects of the grammar by bringing too much irrelevant details into the
picture. Instead I will discuss the ideas behind the rules and if they are in any way disputable,
I will try to justify them by referring to corpus frequency. Still, to give the reader a notion of
what an XLDG grammar rule looks like, one of the rules (somewhat simplified) for attaching an
indefinite singular article to an indefinite singular noun, such as en mobiltelefon (a cellular phone),
is shown below.

8000.0:-

np(2, speca=2, specb=0, ipe, fpe(npquan(1,2))) -->

qu(indef=1, sg=1, (utr=utr(2) ! neu=neu(2)), count=1) &

nomen(indef=1, sg=1, count=1).

Above, np(...) is the sole left hand side (LHS) constituent of the rule separated from the
right hand side (RHS) constituents qu(...) & nomen(...) with the arrow -->. In the LHS
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constituent, the number 2 marks that features are inherited from the second RHS constituent (i.e.
nomen), speca and specb is set to 2 and 0 respectively, marking that a non-possessive specifier has
been attached (see section 4.4.2), the ipe string test is not used in grammar rules (only in lexicons),
and the fpe predicate holds the composition of the semantic tree. On the RHS, indef=1, sg=1,
and count=1 demand that the constituents are indefinite, singular and countable. (utr=utr(2)

! neu=neu(2)) checks gender agreement between the first and second RHS constituents.
The semantic tree is the outcome of parsing, and functions as a language independent well-

defined interface to the CLF generation. The semantic tree, or the semantic term, is built up
compositionally, i.e. when a semantic term is built from component terms, its semantic value only
depends on the semantic value of its component terms. Since the composition of semantic terms is
done completely parallel to, and on the premises of, the presence of certain syntactic constituents,
the semantics of Phoenix is typically syntax driven. In the rule above, npquan composes the
semantics of the first and second constituent so that the first constituent is a quantifier of the
second one, resulting in the semantic tree below:

npquan(

’en’,

nomen(’mobiltelefon’)

)

Even though the semantics are syntax driven I would just like to mention that there are in
fact restricted ways of restructuring the semantic terms in the tree to make them less dependent
of the order in which the syntactic rules have been applied.

As mentioned in section 2.2.2, the description of a linguistic unit is built around both a gram-
matical category and the feature–value pairs within this category. The meaning of the features
used in the NP grammar are basically of two different kinds. On the one hand there are pure
linguistic features representing number, gender, definiteness, etc., of which most can be found in
traditional grammars. On the other hand there are features which are used to control order of
rule application. Since all grammar rules are visible to the parser at all times one has to restrict
the attachment of a certain constituent to the NP to a single state of the analysis, and the best
way to do this is by using features. For example, if the rules for attaching a PP attribute to a
noun in the phrase de automatiska inställningarna för e-post (the automatic setup for e-mail) is
not restricted to one particular state of the NP, many nonsense parses will occur. One would get
up to three parses corresponding to [[de automatiska inställningarna][för e-post]], [de [automatiska
inställningarna][för e-post]] and [de automatiska [inställningarna [för e-post]]]. I have solved this
problem by setting one feature when the noun has been modified by an adjective and another
feature when the noun is quantified, and setting yet another feature when an article is attached,
etc. In this manner, I keep track of which rules have been applied, and thus which attributes have
been attached, and which rules that can be applied in a certain state of the analysis. For the
particular example above, this means that I demand a certain value of all the features controlling
the pre-posed attributes, in order for a prepositional attribute to attach. The result is that only
the parse [de automatiska [inställningarna [för e-post]]] is sanctioned.

For the grammatical description to follow, I will use a bottom-up approach, relative to the head
noun in the NP. First, I will describe those lower level attributes that have an inner structure, i.e.
attributes in the form of phrases that consist of more than a single word. The description will
begin with the pre-posed attributes, adjective phrases and measure phrases, in section 4.2, and
continue with the post-posed prepositional phrase in section 4.3.

Second, I will move up one level in the grammatical description, explaining rules for how the
lower level phrases, including one word phrases such as most quantifiers, are related to the the
head noun. This discussion takes place in section 4.4.

Third, I will account for the ideas behind the rules for coordinated NP:s. This is done in
section 4.6, where I will particularly focus on rules for distributive readings of attributes in NP
coordinations, which is a linguistic phenomenon that is very common (61% of all grammatical NP
coordinations in the project corpus had a distributive reading), but for which there exists very
little literature.
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4.2 Pre-posed attributes

4.2.1 Adjectival phrases

Past participles can occur in the same syntactic environment as adjectives and are inflected by
the same grammatical features as adjectives. Furthermore, the semantics of past participles are
sometimes clearly verbal, such as beställd in teletjänsten är beställd (the telephone service is
ordered), and sometimes clearly adjectival, such as börsnoterat in företaget är börsnoterat (the
company is listed on the stock-market). Past participles are then sometimes divided into adjectival
participles and verbal participles (Sundman, 1987) (p. 398–409).

By definition of the Swedish grammar specification, present participles should be treated as
adjectives, with the differences that they could occur only in an attributive position, and that
they are underspecified in gender, number and definiteness. This compromise is based on corpus
studies of present participles.

Given this treatment of participles, the head word in an adjectival phrase is either an adjective,
an adjectival past participle, or a present participle.

Beside occurring on its own, the adjectival word can be graded by a pre-posed constituent.
If this done by a grade adverb, as in example 2, the grade adverb is simply consumed by the
grammar without adding anything to the semantics.

Example 2
mycket l̊ang / väldigt l̊ang
(very long)

The reason for this treatment is that grade adverbs has fuzzy semantics which could not be
treated in an NL database interface. For example, it is impossible to know what the user means
by mycket l̊angt in the NP ett mycket l̊angt samtal (a very long conversation).

Example 3
tio minuter l̊ang / hur l̊ang
(ten minutes long / how long)

If grading on the other hand is done by a measure phrase or the interrogative adverb hur, as
in example 3, the grade adverb will be semantically interpreted.

In the non-elliptic case, comparison involves constituents that are outside the NP itself, and
because of this the comparative adjectival form is not supported. Only the positive and the
superlative forms of adjectivals are supported. The superlative adjectival forms could be inflected
morphologically or periphrastically, both of which are supported.

Only the above two types of grade adverbs described above can modify the adjectival. No ”com-
plex” adjectivals, in the sense of adjectivals taking objects, or adverbials are currently supported
by the grammar. Still, 4% (5/142) of the adjectivals found in the project corpus were classed
as complex, but it is not clear how the relation between the adjectival and the other constituent
would be semantically represented. The examples of complex adjectivals found were billig i drift,
(low operating costs) dyr i drift (high operating costs), intresserad av mellanklass (interested in
regular class), intresserad av storleksklass och utrymme (interested in size and space) and möjliga
att f̊a (possible to get).

4.2.2 Measure phrases

The measure phrase consists of a numeral expression and a measure unit as seen in example 4.
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Example 4
tio minuter
(ten minutes)

There is a lexical feature within the measure noun determining the type of its measure unit.
In the current state of the grammar, one, two or three dimensional spatial measure units, as
well as temporal measure units, weight units and currency units are encoded. Semantically odd
quantifications, such as tio kilo kod (ten kilos of code) are not blocked by the grammar, but by
the database model in which it is determined that kod is measured by the one dimensional spatial
unit rader, and not by the weight unit kilo.

The measure phrase can in the NP grammar function in three different ways. It can either
quantify an adjectival, as seen in the previous section, it can quantify an uncountable noun which
will be discussed in section 4.4.5, or it can function as an NP on its own.

4.3 Post-posed attributes

This NP grammar does not cover relative clauses, but the only post-posed attributes covered are
prepositional phrases. The references for this section is Reuter (1991) (p.45–51) and Telemann et
al. (1999) (Verbfraser: Adverbial §74–76, 85–100, 104–106)

4.3.1 Prepositional phrases

In the analysis of prepositional phrases (PP:s), syntactic form and semantic function are mixed.
It is necessary in an NL interface to databases, to decide already when building the PP what
semantic function the PP should have in a higher level phrase.

The semantic functions of PP:s supported by Phoenix are:

• complemental PP:s

• possessive PP:s

• temporal PP:s

• locative PP:s

The decision on which semantic function a PP has, is based on lexical features coming both
from the preposition itself and from the NP (single or coordinated) that it governs. Prepositions
with temporal or locative semantics are also further specified with which temporal or locative roles
they may have, which will be discussed later on in this section.

If a PP should function as a complemental attribute, the specific preposition that governs it
should be stated in the higher level NP. One example of a complemental PP would be om Ford
Fiesta in the NP information om Ford Fiesta (information about Ford Fiesta). In this example
there is a noun specific relation between information and Ford Fiesta that has to be expressed in
the lexical entry information. This relation is only defined by the fact that a certain preposition is
lexically specified, so there is no effort made of naming the relation according to its meaning which
anyhow would be very hard since there is a large set of relations that can occur between a noun
and its PP complement. In contrast, the meaning of PP:s functioning as possessive, locative or
temporal attributes, as their names reveal, is already determined: possessive attributes express a
possessive relation, locative attributes express a locative relation and temporal attributes express
a temporal relation between itself and the higher level NP. Examples of these attributes would
be the possessive attribute med WAP in the NP telefoner med WAP (telephones with WAP), the
locative attribute i Stockholm in the NP bilar i Stockholm (cars in Stockholm) and the temporal
attribute fr̊an juni in the NP leveranser fr̊an juni (deliveries from June).
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In effect, the semantic function of the PP is reflected in the two of the three syntactic categories
with which the PP:s are labeled. The syntactic categories are: complemental and possessive
attributes, labeled simply as pp; locative attributes, labeled abl; and temporal attributes, labeled
abt. Again, it can be seen that there is no tight interface between the syntactic and the semantic
part of the grammar rules analyzing prepositional phrases.

As was previously mentioned, locative and temporal PP:s are further subdivided based on their
semantic role. The locative attributes are subcategorized into five functional roles:

• locative place, e.g. i Stockholm (in Stockholm)

• locative source, e.g. fr̊an Stockholm (from Stockholm)

• locative goal, e.g. till Stockholm (to Stockholm)

• locative path, e.g. via Stockholm (via Stockholm)

• locative distance

The last relation is not used in Swedish but is exemplified in English by the expression for
three miles. (Lehmann, 2001).

Some nouns and especially names that has a locative meaning, lexically specify which prepo-
sition should govern them when interpreted as locative places. For example, it is possible to say
i Stockholm but not *p̊a Stockholm, and conversely, it is possible to say p̊a Gotland but not *i
Gotland, even though both i and p̊a are lexically specified to be refer to locative places. This
property of preposition selection is encoded as a specific feature which is checked when building a
PP interpreted as a locative place.

Some temporal nouns also show this behavior. For example, it is possible to say p̊a tisdag but
not *i tisdag, and conversely i tisdags but not *p̊a tisdags. The temporal attributes, on the other
hand, are further subdivided into four temporal roles:

• temporal place, e.g. i tisdags (last Tuesday)

• temporal source, e.g. sedan i tisdags (since Tuesday)

• temporal goal, e.g. fram till i tisdags (until Tuesday)

• temporal duration, e.g. under tisdagen (during Tuesday)

These relations are all predefined in the Phoenix system. One example of prepositions that can
give rise to a diversity of semantical functions in the PP it governs, is the preposition i. Lexically
i is specified to be able to head PP:s functioning as locative place, as in i Stockholm, temporal
place as in i tisdags, and temporal duration, as in i tre veckor (for three weeks).

As can be seen, certain temporal prepositions have one meaning when governing certain tem-
poral nouns, and another meaning when governing other temporal nouns. Another example of
this is the expression p̊a tisdag that refers to the Tuesday nearest ahead in the future, while the
expression p̊a tv̊a timmar (in two hours) does not refer to a specific point in time, but rather
emphasizes the amount of time it takes to accomplish something, and also, the expression *p̊a den
7 juni 2002 which is not even grammatical. Moreover, some temporal nouns demands specific
prepositions and rejects others. For example, it is possible to say för tv̊a timmar sedan (two hours
ago) referring two hours back from current time, while it is not possible to say *för tv̊a juni sedan
(*two June ago), even though both tv̊a timmar and juni are NP:s referring to time.

It is obvious that a more fine grained categorization of temporal attributes is needed – a
categorization based on not only semantic roles, but also on based on which preposition they can
be governed by. For this purpose I have subdivided the temporal attributes into three categories:

Unit of time : a measure phrase where the unit is checked to be temporal, e.g. tre minuter, tre
dagar.
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Temporal name : the name of a weekday (e.g. tisdag), the name of a month (e.g. januari), or
the name of a season (e.g. vinter).

Date : (possibly partial) must involve at least one numeral expression representing a time of a
day (e.g. kl. 15 ), a day in a month (e.g. den 7 juni), a weak in a year (e.g. vecka 24 ), a
month of a year (e.g. 6/7 ), or a specific year (e.g. juni år 2002 ).

Each of these three categories were further subcategorized into the four previously mentioned
predefined temporal roles. The result of the categorization is a table with 3×4 cells representing the
different ways of expressing temporal reference by means of prepositional phrases. The grammar
for temporal PP:s were then implemented very close to this table, which can be found as table
D.1 in appendix D.

It must be noted that the term ”prepositional phrase” should not be understood strictly as
a preposition followed by an NP, but the term also includes so called circumpositions, i.e. two
prepositions surrounding a noun, as for example för tre år sedan, sedan tre år tillbaka.

To conclude this section, it needs to be said that there are negative side effects of knowing
all potential semantic functions of a PP even before knowing which semantical functions that will
actually be used at a higher level: it introduces indeterminism into the grammar. For example, the
PP över Stockholm will get three readings: a locative place, a locative path and a complemental
reading. On the PP level it is not possible to predict which of these readings that actually will
be used on a higher level; if it is found in the context databasen över Stockholm (database about
Stockholm) only the complemental reading is used, if it is found in molnen över Stockholm (the
clouds above Stockholm) only the locative place reading is used, and if it is found in Kan man åka
till Uppsala över Stockholm (Is it possible to travel to Uppsala by Stockholm) only the locative
path reading is used.

4.3.2 Coordination of prepositional phrases

Prepositional phrases can sometimes be coordinated, as in example 5.

Example 5
lista samtliga bilar med pris under 70000 och med en bensinförbrukning som understiger .86 [P]
(List all cars with a price less than 70000 and with a fuel consumption less than .86)

One restriction in the grammar is that only PP:s of the same semantic type can be coordinated.
A complemental PP can only be coordinated with another complemental PP, a temporal PP can
only be coordinated with another temporal PP, etc.

When it comes to complemental PP:s, conjuncts also need to be headed by identical preposi-
tions, as in example 6. The reason is that in the lexical frame of a noun, only one preposition can
be specified as governing the complemental PP attribute, see section 4.4.3

Example 6
information om Ericsson R380 och om Nokia 3210
(information about Ericsson R380 and about Nokia 3210)

When it comes to locative and temporal PP:s, there are two reasons for the balance restriction.
Linguistically, it is seems intuitively odd to coordinate a temporal and a locative PP. This notion
is supported by total absence in the project corpus of this phenomenon. Computationally, a
combination of two semantically different PP:s are not supported by any of the built-in semantic
predicates in the higher level NP. For example, attaching a locative PP attribute to the head noun
is done by the predicate sabl/2, and attaching a temporal PP attribute is done by sabt/2. But
if the PP attribute is both locative and temporal such as fr̊an tisdagen och i Stockholm (from
Tuesday and in Stockholm), there is no semantic predicate to represent this fact.
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4.4 NP level rules – common nouns

Swedish NP:s are characterized by having high degree of internal agreement between the head noun
and its pre-posed attributes. Many times, the head noun agrees with its pre-posed attributes in
both number, gender and definiteness, and this property, of course, makes it harder to write rules
for Swedish NP:s than for example English NP:s. Another characteristic, which on the other
hand make NP:s computationally easier to analyze than for example Swedish verb phrases, is that
within the NP, the positions of the attributes are almost totally fixed. Because of this, the syntactic
positions of the attributes in the NP are often shown in a table where each column represents the
position of a fixed grammatical function, and each row represents the linear order of the words or
phrases expressing these functions. Since indefinite NP:s lacks the definite attribute, the syntax
of definite and indefinite NP:s are visualized by two separate tables as in table 4.1 and table 4.2.

Pre-posed attributes Post-posed attr.

4 3 2 1 0 -1

Totality pronoun Definite attribute Quantity attribute Adjectival attribute Head noun PP attribute

NULL den NULL europeiska mobiltelefonen med WAP-funktion

NULL de fem/många/*samtliga/*alla europeiska mobiltelefonerna med WAP-funktion

alla de NULL europeiska mobiltelefonerna med WAP-funktion

NULL de fem/*många/*samtliga/*alla dyraste mobiltelefonerna med WAP-funktion

NULL hans fem/många/samtliga/alla börsnoterade företag i Sverige

alla/samtliga hans NULL börsnoterade företag i Sverige

alla/samtliga chefers NULL börsnoterade företag i Sverige

NULL alla chefers fem/många/samtliga/alla börsnoterade företag i Sverige

all programmerarens NULL effektiva kod utan buggar

NULL de europeiska chefernas fem mest förmånliga avtal med avg̊angsvederlag

NULL alla de europeiska chefernas fem/många/samtliga/alla förmånliga avtal med avg̊angsvederlag

Table 4.1. Position scheme for definite NP:s

Pre-posed attributes Post-posed attr.

2 1 0 -1

Quantity attribute Adjectival attribute Head noun PP attribute

ingen/n̊agon/en europeisk mobiltelefon med WAP-funktion

inget/n̊agot/ett europeiskt företag i Sverige

inga/n̊agra/tv̊a europeiska mobiltelefoner med WAP-funktion

alla/samtliga börsnoterade företag i Sverige

mycket/lite effektiv kod utan buggar

10 rader effektiv kod utan buggar

ingen/n̊agon/all effektiv kod utan buggar

Table 4.2. Position scheme for indefinite NP:s

Both table 4.1 and 4.2 are based on the position schemes of Telemann et al. (1999) (Nom-
inalfraser §4, §21). The leftmost column in table 4.1 is added to account for the option to let
a totality pronouns alternatively precede or succeed the definite attribute. In both tables the
rightmost column is added for post-posed attributes, which do not occur in the more detailed
tables of Telemann et al. (1999) that previously has been referred to. The column for post-posed
attributes in definite NP:s though do occur in a more coarse grained schema by the same authors
(Nominalfraser, §2).

Moreover, some functional words occurring in the schemas of Telemann et al. (1999) had
to be skipped since Phoenix at its present state does not semantically support, for example, the
demonstrative pronouns denna (this), detta, dessa, de/den här nor the pronominal adjective s̊adan
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(such), s̊adant, s̊adana. The demonstrative pronouns are only parsed on a syntactical level, but
will be invisible in the semantic analysis, while the different forms of s̊adan is not parsed at all.

Table 4.1 and 4.2 does not only visualize the linear order between the constituents in a Swedish
NP, but also coincide with the hierarchical structure of the computational analysis of NP:s. The
NP grammar analyzes the noun phrase from right to left, first picking up a PP attribute, second
all adjectival attributes and third a quantity attribute. If the NP is definite, the grammar can
continue with picking up a definite attribute, and if it has not already attached a quantifier it is
possible to continue further and pick up a totality pronoun. In this way, each column in the tables
corresponds to one hierarchical level in the analysis

Each analysis level is produced by a specific set of rules except for the adjectival attribute
level. The adjectival attribute is the only attribute that is analyzed recursively. In other words,
there might be an arbitrary number of adjectivals in the NP, each corresponding to one level in
the analysis, but still analyzed by the same set of rules.

In the remainder of this section, I will first account for the syntactic categories with which
the NP can be labeled during parsing, second, I will explain a mechanism used for controlling
noun specifiers, third, all attributes will be explained column by column going from right to left
in tables 4.1 and 4.2, and fourth, I will discuss the phenomenon ”naked” noun and explain how it
is handled by the grammar.

4.4.1 Syntactic categories of the NP

There are three syntactical categories of the NP reflecting its different stages in the analysis.

• nomen

• xnp

• np

nomen is a lexical category for common nouns that will undergo morphological analysis. The
person modeling the domain need to label the noun stem with this syntactic category along with
features encoding information about inflection pattern, gender, countability, which preposition
that governs a complemental PP (if any), and whether the noun could occur ”naked”, (see section
4.4.7). The morphology will then be able to analyze the eight and four inflection forms of the
countable and uncountable noun, respectively.

xnp is a category for an intermediate state of an NP which is not grammatical. When a noun
is modified by an adjectival and the analysis has not yet found the constituent making the NP
grammatical, it is categorized xnp. For example, a modified definite noun such as svenska företaget
(Swedish company) missing the definite article det, and a modified indefinite noun such as svenska
mobiltelefon (Swedish cellular phone) missing a possessive attribute such as Ericssons, are both
classified as xnp:s

np is the syntactic category of a full grammatical NP, which constitutes a tight interface toward
higher level phrases such as verb phrases. The idea is that the NP grammar will be a separate
module, and that future grammar writers, of e.g. the verb rules, will to a large extent not need to
care about how the NP grammar has been implemented, but need only to know that the syntactic
category np is used to access full NP:s, and to know which features to expect within this NP.

4.4.2 Selecting correct specifier

Since NP:s are built from right to left, and since a combination with some adjectival modifiers
selects for certain form of specifiers, there need to be some mechanism for expressing which kind
of specifier an NP can have in a certain stage. To this end, the features speca and specb are used.
Which of these features that are added into the noun during morphological analysis, depends on
whether the noun is definite or indefinite. For example, the indefinite singular noun mobiltelefon
is in the output of the morphology set to be modified by any of these specifiers: either an article
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as in en mobiltelefon (a cellular phone) represented by speca=1, or a possessival specifier as in
sin/hennes/företagets mobiltelefon (her/the company’s cellular phone) represented by specb=1.
The value 1 of any of these features represents that the noun can take this particular specifier.
A definite noun, on the other hand, can not take a possessival specifier, which can be verified
by the phrases *sin/hennes/företagets mobiltelefonen. For this reason, the definite noun is in the
morphology set to be speca=1 and specb=0, where the value 0 means that the noun cannot take
this particular specifier. However, the values of these features are not static. If the mobiltelefon is
modified by a strongly inflected adjectival, e.g. europeisk mobiltelefon, only an article can be used
to specify the NP, as in en europeisk mobiltelefon, and the in the outcome of the rule attaching
the adjectival, specb need to be set to 0. Conversely, if mobiltelefon is modified by a weakly
inflected adjectival, e.g. europeiska mobiltelefon, only a possessival specifier can specify the NP,
e.g. företagets europeiska mobiltelefon, and this time speca has to be set to 0. When a specifier is
finally attached to the NP, the feature that is controlling this specifier is set to 2 to signal which
type of specifier has been applied and the grammar has then reached the final state of the NP.1 For
example, in the rule for attaching indefinite singular article analyzing the phrase en mobiltelefon,
speca is set to 1 and specb is set to 0. The value 1 thus blocks any further attempt to attach one
more specifier.

In the sense that a particular value on the features speca and specb blocks the application
of certain rules, these features are good examples of the type of features used for controlling the
order of rule application as mentioned in section 4.

4.4.3 Prepositional attributes

According to table 4.1 and 4.2, the first attribute to be attached to the head noun when building
the NP, is the PP attribute. The relation between the head noun and the PP attribute can,
as has been described in section 4.3.1, be of four kinds: complemental, possessive, temporal or
locative. As also been previously mentioned, effort has been made to discard unlikely parses. This
is manifested in a number of restrictions on the grammar rules.

The first restriction is that the grammar allows for only one PP attribute per NP, independant
of whether this NP is single or a coordination of NP:s. For single NP:s the effect is that only the
nearest preceding NP can be modified by a PP.

Example 7
pengar p̊a banken i Stockholm
(money in the bank in Stockholm)

The NP in example 7 will only get one parse such that pengar is located in banken which in
turn is located in Stockholm. To express the other interpretation, the fact that pengar is in banken
as well as in Stockholm, the expression pengar p̊a banken och i Stockholm has to be used.

For coordinated NP:s, there are further restrictions which are described in section 4.6 but that
has to be mentioned here for the sake of clarity. These restrictions ensure that the PP attribute
to an NP coordination which is not internally modified by PP:s, only get the widest scope, as in
[[NP och NP] PP]. In other words, the narrower scope of the PP is blocked, as in [NP och [NP
PP]].

Now, with the NP coordination restriction just mentioned, together with the restriction that
allow only one PP attribute per NP, the highly ambigous NP:s in example 8 and 9 below, only get
two parses each showed in both examples respectively.

1Except when a totality pronoun can be attached in column 4 in table 4.1 for definite NP:s.
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Example 8
[[mobiler med WAP] och [handdatorer [med [databaser p̊a CD-R]]]]
([[cellular phones with WAP] and [palm pilots [with [databases on CD-R]]]])

Example 9
[information [om [[mobiler och handdatorer] [med [stöd för WAP]]]]]
([information [about [[cellular phones and palm pilots] [with [support [for WAP]]]]]])

In example 8, the conjunction is on the top level of the phrase, and each conjunct is modified
by its separate PP attribute. In example 9 however, the second PP attribute is embedded in the
first PP attribute, and scopes over both conjuncts.

The one-PP-attribute-only restriction also blocks the case where the first conjunct in an NP
coordination is modified by a PP attribute and the whole coordination is itself modified by a PP
attribute, as in example 10.

Example 10
[[[mobiler med WAP] och handdatorer] [med internetuppkoppling]]
([[[cellular phones with WAP] and palm pilots] [with Internet access]])

Zoeppritz (1984) (p. 315) supports the blocking of the reading of NP:s like example 10 by
refering to findings in the ”parallel effect” by Lang.2

The second restriction concerns selection between multiple parses. In the project corpus, none
of the prepositions that potentially represents a locative path, e.g. över, via, genom, utmed, etc.,
actually occur in a locative path context. Since a locative path attribute semantically presupposes
a movement, i.e. the movement in which the locative PP is a path, it is unlikely that a noun
representing an object in the world, has this attribute. Most nouns in the project corpus refers
such objects and not to events. So, in the current version of the grammar, a PP semantically
functioning as locative path, cannot grammatically function as an NP attribute, but is rather
considered to belong to the verb, as for in example 11

Example 11
Kan man resa fr̊an Södertälje till Uppsala via Stockholm?
(Is it possible to travel from Södertälje to Uppsala via Stockholm)

In this way, the notorious PP attachment problem could be slightly reduced already in the
parsing process. It should be noted that this restriction might be domain dependent, i.e. there
might be domains where verbalized nouns are very common and where this constraint has to be
relaxed.

Furthermore, in the cases where the head noun in an NP takes a complemental PP, the preposi-
tion governing this PP, has to be lexically specified in the head noun. Only one specific preposition
at a time can be specified for each noun. When a complemental preposition is specified, the com-
plemental reading of PP are selected over any potential locative or temporal reading.

2Lang, E. 1977. Semantik der koordinativen Verknüpfung. Studia Grammatica, 14, Berlin. Akademie Verlag.
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Example 12
databasen över kontakter
(the contacts database)

Given that the noun databas has specified the preposition över as the preposition governing its
complement, the NP in example 12 only gets one reading, where över kontakter is interpreted as
a complement. The readings where this PP is interpreted as a locative place and a locative path
are discarded.

Finally, it might seem odd, to put a lot of effort on blocking parses that would be discarded by
the database model anyway, but one have to keep in mind that if no restrictions are put on how to
combine NP coordinations and PP:s, the number of parses that are generated grows rapidly, and
what is worse, when this already highly ambiguous NP is embedded in a verb phrase or a clause,
another level of ambiguity is added, where PP:s are also potentially modifying the verb.

4.4.4 Adjectival attributes

As has been mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, there is, to a variable extent, agreement in
definiteness, number and gender between the adjectival attribute and the head noun in a Swedish
NP. Which features must agree, depends on the form of the head noun. In the following I will
account for the adjectival forms supported by the grammar, and specify with which forms of the
noun they occur.

There are four positive forms of adjectivals in the grammar: uter singular, e.g. liten (small),
neuter singular e.g. litet, plural, e.g. sm̊a, and a weakly inflected form, e.g. lilla. For almost
all positive adjectivals, the plural form and weakly inflected form are homographical, being the
a-forms of the adjectival, e.g. personliga (personal). There are two superlative adjectival forms:
a strongly inflected form, e.g. minst (smallest), and a weakly inflected form, e.g. minsta. For
superlative, only the weakly inflected form is used attributively which is why this is the only
superlative form supported by the grammar. The strongly inflected superlative form is instead
used predicatively, as in Vilken telefon är minst (Which phone is the smallest). For the reasons
previously mentioned, comparisons are not supported by the grammar and as a consequence, the
comparative adjectival forms are neither supported.

The two positive singular indefinite uter and neuter adjectival forms, can only modify a noun
that is singular indefinite uter or neuter, respectively. Thus, the agreement between adjectival and
noun must hold for number, definiteness and gender, as in example 13. The syntactic category of
the phrases before the article is attached in these examples, will be xnp since *personlig l̊askod is
not considered grammatical, (except when defined as ”naked”, see 4.4.7). Furthermore, specb is
set to 0 to allow for specification by article only.

Example 13
en personlig l̊askod
(a personal lock code)
ett personligt samtal
(a personal call)

The positive plural adjectival form modifies plural nouns regardless of definiteness and gender,
as in example 14. If this adjectival form modifies a definite noun, the syntactic category will be
xnp until the definite article is found.
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Example 14
de personliga samtalen/l̊askoderna
(the personal calls/lock codes)
personliga samtal/l̊askoder

The weakly inflected forms for both positive and superlative, modify singular nouns regardless
of their gender. In addition, the weakly inflected superlative form also modifies plural nouns.
Weakly inflected adjectivals can be used in two noun contexts. In the first context, the noun is
definite as in example 15.

Example 15
det/den personliga numret/l̊askoden
(the personal number/lock code)
det/den/de dyraste samtalet/tjänsten/samtalen/tjänsterna
(the most expensive call(s)/service(s))

In the second context, an indefinite noun is modified, but only if the noun has a possessival
specifier, as in example 16

Example 16
mitt/min personliga nummer/l̊askod
(my personal number/lock code)
databasens dyraste samtal/tjänst/tjänster (the database’s most expensive call(s)/service(s)

In both contexts, the syntactic category of the phrase before the specifier is attached, will be
xnp since neither *personliga l̊askoden nor *personliga l̊askod is considered grammatical.

To insure that the right specifier is attached, the rules for analyzing the phrases in example 16,
also set speca to 0, while the value of specb remains 1. The reason is that the phrase personliga
l̊askod cannot be specified by an article, e.g. *en personliga l̊askod, but is bound for a possessival
specifier.

The rules for adjectival attribute attachment are recursive to allow for an arbitrary number of
adjectival attributes, although the order between positive and superlative adjectivals is restricted.
If a superlative adjectival is attached to the NP, the possibility of attaching a positive adjectival
to this NP is blocked. This will allow for the NP den dyraste svensktillverkade telefonen (the most
expensive Swedish phone), but not for *den svensktillverkade dyraste telefonen.

There is in the syntax no distinction made between adjectivals with a gradable meaning, such
as l̊ang (long), and adjectivals with an absolute meaning, such as svensk (Swedish), because this it
is not a syntactic matter. Instead, this distinction is made by the database facts which associate
the gradable adjectival with measure unit and a value. For example, in the NP den dyraste bilen
(the most expensive car), dyr will be measured in the unit kronor which has a numeric value
representing the cost of the car. In the NP en svensk bil, on the other hand, svensk is just
represented as a property of bil.

4.4.5 Quantity attributes

Natural language quantifiers in Phoenix are mapped into logical quantifiers that are either exis-
tential, negated existential, universal or cardinal quantifiers. As can be seen from table 4.1 and
4.2, the major syntactic division is made between rules for indefinite and definite quantifiers.
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For indefinite NP:s, there are NL quantifiers that, without obscuring their meaning, could be
mapped directly into a logical quantifier (or a negated one), such as ingen (no), n̊agon (some),
alla (all), all, varje (each) and the indefinite article en. Cardinal numbers such as tv̊a and tre for
countable nouns and measure expressions such as tv̊a kilo (two kilo) and tre kronor (three kronor)
for uncountable nouns, are also supported by the grammar and by the semantic processing module.
Since the NP grammar will be used within a grammar for analyzing NL questions, interrogative
quantifiers hur m̊anga (how many) and hur mycket (how much) can be used to interrogate the
cardinality of countable nouns and the quantity of uncountable nouns, respectively. There are
also NL quantifiers which have a fuzzy meaning or a meaning that is relative to a certain norm
or a certain context, often called generalized quantifiers, such as m̊anga (many), f̊a (few), mycket
(much), lite (little) and flera (several). Because the exact meaning of generalized quantifiers are
not known, they are all mapped into existential quantifiers. The interrogative pronoun vilken
(which) is interrogating a subtype of the noun having some property rather than interrogating
quantity, as in vilken telefon. Still, vilken behaves syntactically very similar to quantifiers, which
is why rules for the pronoun vilken are written together with rules for quantifiers.

Turning to definite NP:s, there are ordinary numeral quantification, such as de tre företagen
or de tre svenska företagen (the three Swedish companies), and there is the constructions with a
superlative adjectival, such as in example 17 and 18.

Example 17
den tredje dyraste telefonen
(the third most expensive phone)

Example 18
de tre dyraste telefonerna
(the three most expensive phones)

Leaving syntax aside for a moment and focusing on the semantic processing, the above examples
presuppose that the subtypes of telefon (which would be different phone models in this particular
case) are ordered according to some scale in the database model. The difference between using a
cardinal number and an ordinal number, lies in whether a specific point, or whether a range in
this scale is referred to. In example 17 the ordinal number picks out a telephone model with a
specific price, while in example 18 the cardinal number selects for models within a range of prices.
To know from which end of the scale to count, a gradable adjectival is not only associated with
a certain measure unit, but is also encoded with information about its polarity. By knowing the
polarity of the gradable adjectivals, it is possible to distinguish between the phrases den tredje
billigaste telefonen (the third cheapest phone) and den tredje dyraste telefonen (the third most
expensive phone) even though the ordinal numbers are identical, the adjectivals are mapped to
the same measure unit, and the nouns are identical.

Returning to syntax, the leftmost column in table 4.1 shows that there is an alternative position
for the totality pronouns alla and samtliga which is in the leftmost position, as in the NP alla
Ericssons telefoner. Since this grammar only allows for one quantifier per noun, a totality pronoun
can occur in this position only if there is no quantifier in its unmarked position. For example, the
NP *alla Ericssons tio dyraste mobiler will not be parsed since the quantifier tio occurs in the
unmarked quantifier position and blocks the attachment of alla.

4.4.6 Definite attributes

The definite attributes, which are the attributes attached on the highest level in the NP, are of two
different kinds: they are either forms of the definite article den, or they are any of the possessival
specifiers.
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The definite article is most often used for purely grammatical reasons in NP:s consisting of
a definite noun and an adjectival, as in the NP de svensktillverkade telefonerna. As has been
seen in section 4.4.4, the attachment of an adjectival to a definite noun requires the presence of
a definite article for the definite NP to become grammatical, or in terms of syntactic categories,
for the xnp to become an np. There is also a deictic use of the definite article as in the NP de
företagen, but since deixis is used to refer to some object outside the linguistic context, as opposed
to anaphora, it is impossible to treat deixis correctly in a NL database interface. Instead, both uses
of the definite article is treated semantically identical, as only a syntactic phenomenon, leaving no
trace in the CLF. Parenthetically, it should be said that the other deictic, demonstrative pronoun
denna/detta/dessa, as in the NP detta företag, is semantically ignored, even though it syntactically
behaves like the possessival specifiers. Before the definite article is attached, speca is first checked
to be 1 and is after attachment set to 2, to block re-entering of the rule, while specb is set to 0.

The term possessival specifier is used as a class name for three different kinds of specifiers
giving rise to a possessive relation between the specifier and the head noun.

The first category contains the forms of the possessive pronouns, min/mitt/mina (my), v̊ar/
v̊art/v̊ara (our), din/ditt/dina (your sg.), er/ert/era (your pl.) and sin/sitt/sina which syntacti-
cally agrees with the head noun in number and gender. Within the question-answering discourse,
first person pronouns refer to the user and second person pronouns refer to the system. For exam-
ple, in the question Hur ringer jag till min röstbrevl̊ada? (How do I call my voice mailbox?), the
pronouns jag and min refers to the user of the Phoenix system, and in the example Finns hemliga
telefonnummer med i er databas? (Are there any secret phone numbers in your database?), er
refers to the Phoenix system, and is thus part of the meta schema. The third person reflexive
pronoun sin/sitt/sina refers on the other hand to the grammatical subject in the clause.

The second category is the third person genitive pronouns hans (his) and hennes (her) which
are underspecified in number and gender, along with dess (its) and deras (their), which are un-
derspecified only in gender. The Phoenix system supports resolution of anaphoric third person
pronouns, which will be carried out in the semantic processing step. It is not clear whether the
restriction for finding the antecedent in the grammatical subject of the same clause for reflexive
pronoun sin, is encoded in the current pronoun resolution module.

The third category is genitive NP:s having a common noun as head, such as a single noun
like Nokias or an NP with an inner structure like den avl̊anga tangentens (the rectangular key’s).
There are no specific rules for analyzing genitive NP:s, but they are analyzed by the same rules
as NP:s in basic case. As a consequence, the genitive NP is in this grammar treated as a recursive
structure, meaning that a genitive NP can itself be specified by a genitive NP. Theoretically, this
structure can be of arbitrary depth, but I believe that in real texts there would seldom be a depth
larger than two, as in Nokias telefoners priser (Nokia’s phones’ prices).

A notable syntactic feature for all three possessival specifiers, is that they attach to an indefinite
NP, and by doing so they turn it into a definite NP.

Parallel to the case of the attachment of definite article, the rules for attaching possessival
specifiers change the values of speca and specb. This time though, specb is before rule application
checked to be 1 and is after application set to 2, while speca is set to 0.

4.4.7 Naked nouns

As a basis for a demonstration application for the English version of the Phoenix grammar, a test
corpus was compiled with questions coming from the English manual of Ericsson’s R380 cellular
phone. This corpus was later translated into casual, but still correct Swedish by a semi-professional
technical translator to serve as a basis for a future Swedish application on the same domain. The
corpus is called the translated corpus.

After examining the translated corpus, it was found that almost 5% (15/312) of the questions
in the corpus, contained NP:s having an indefinite singular countable noun as head but lacking
the otherwise grammatically compulsory quantifier, even though all the questions were considered
perfectly grammatical, as in example 19.
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Example 19
Hur anger jag WAP-hemsida? (How do I specify the WAP home page?)

Telemann et al. (1999) (Nominalfraser §30) call this phenomenon naked indefinite noun
phrase3, and further subdivides it into four categories partly on semantical grounds:

1. nouns with weakly referential meaning

2. nouns with generic meaning

3. nouns with indefinite meaning occurring in certain contexts

4. nouns with definite meaning modified by certain pronouns

The first category contains naked NP:s which does not primarily refer to a specific entity but
rather to a concept. In example 19, it is not a specific WAP-hemsida that is referred to, but it is
rather to the concept WAP-hemsida.

The second category describes naked NP:s having a clear generic meaning functioning as the
grammatical subject in mainly predicative clauses. Telemann et al. (1999) give the example Fiol
är verkligen sv̊art att spela (It is really hard to play the violin) and an example from the more
formal language used in law texts Huvudbok skall föras med vederbörlig noggranhet (General ledger
should kept with proper accuracy).

The third category refers to indefinite naked NP:s occurring in newspaper headings, in adver-
tises and reviews etc. where there is a shortage of space so there is only room for the content
bearing words. Telemann et al. (1999) exemplify with the phrases Hel familj utpl̊anad i Peru
(Whole family killed in Peru) and Belöning utfäst för tips om sprängd̊ad (Reward offered for
information about bombing).

The fourth category concerns naked NP:s within which there is a lexicalized relation between
the head noun and a relational pronoun, as in höger sida (right side) and fel väg (wrong way).

In the translated corpus of cellular phone questions only examples of naked NP:s that would
belong to the first category of Telemann et al. (1999), were found. In other words, only naked NP:s
referring to a concept rather than to a specific referent were detected. Based on the translated
corpus, it is possible to subdivide this category even more.

1. naked nouns referring to abstract processes

2. naked nouns in PP:s which function as complemental attributes in NP:s

3. naked nouns functioning as objects in the syntactic frame of certain verbs

Naked nouns referring to different technical functions in the R380 cellular phone, belongs to
subcategory number one, as in example 20 below.

Example 20
Hur aktiverar jag röststyrning?
(How do I activate the voice control?)

In example 20, it is an abstract process, röststyrning, that is referred to, and to quantify it
with an indefinite article would, if not be impossible, at least sound very strange. Compare with
*Hur aktiverar jag en röststyrning?.

3my translation
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Subcategory number two consist of naked NP:s that are governed by a preposition. The PP in
which the naked NP occurs, does in the translated corpus, function as a complemental attribute
to the generic, semantically unspecific noun funktioner, as in example 21.

Example 21
Vilka funktioner för samtalsstyrning finns det? (What functions are there for diverting calls?)

In subcategory number three, the ”nakedness”of the NP is lexically encoded into the syntactical
frame of the verb of which the naked NP is an object. This is noted by Telemann et al. (1999)
(Nominalfraser §113). Example 22 shows this construction.

Example 22
Hur gör jag för att byta m̊anad i kalendern?
(How do I switch month view in the calendar?)

The verb byta, at least sometimes, demands that its object is a naked NP such as m̊anad
(month), tröja (sweater), färg (color) etc. Sundman (1980) finds in her corpus investigation that
in the existential use of copulative vara (be), vara mostly takes predicatives that refer to time,
weather and the state of things, and it most often occur naked (p. 78). Many of the instances she
found, do not only demand that the predicative is naked, but also calls for certain lexeme, to form
what resembles an idiomatic expression, like det är fr̊aga om (it concerns), det är brist p̊a (there
is a lack of) and det är fara för (there is a risk of).

Taking these three subcategories into consideration, I decided that a noun’s property of being
able to occur naked, should be represented as a lexical feature naked of the noun. If this logical
feature is true, the noun can occur naked, (but not necessarily), and otherwise it cannot. This is
of course a compromise, since we have seen that it is not always the noun itself that determines
whether it could occur naked, but the possibility of nakedness could very well depend on the
surrounding context. Nevertheless, in a specific database model, it is defined exactly which noun
occurs in a PP attribute to which noun, or which noun that is an object to which verb, and it is
then known exactly which nouns that must be able to occur naked.

Implementation wise, the easiest solution was to write a unary rule that syntactically simulated
that an indefinite article was attached, i.e. a rule that sets speca to 2 without checking the presence
of the indefinite article, and that just passes on the semantics of the noun unchanged. This means
that the indefinite article is not represented in the semantic tree that is outputted, which would
otherwise be the case if the article was actually present. However, in the current state of the
Phoenix semantic processing module, no semantic distinction is made between naked NP:s and
ordinary indefinite singular NP:s. If this distinction could ever be made, it would be possible to
tell from the semantic trees which nouns occurred naked.

4.5 Proper nouns

Proper nouns, or names, can in the NP grammar either occur by themselves, or function as an
apposition to either a definite NP as in example 23, or as an apposition to an indefinite NP as in
example 24.

Example 23
vyn Skickade objekt
(the sent items view)
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The apposition of a name to a definite NP is the unmarked case and can in the grammar occur
between any definite common noun and any name.

Example 24
modul Z3
(module Z3)

Appositions of names to indefinite NP:s is possible when the indefinite NP is a title, a profession
or some technical artifact likemodul in example 24. This restriction is implemented in the grammar
as a lexical logical feature on the indefinite NP, which has to be true if the indefinite NP should
be able to take a name as apposition.

The division of name appositions into definite and indefinite NP:s, is a simplification of the
description of NP appositions found in Telemann et al. (1999) (Nominalfraser §71–73), with the
major difference that only names can function as appositions in this grammar. Common nouns
cannot function as appositions since no instance of common nouns with this function has been
found in the project corpus. Taking an example from Telemann et al. (1999), the apposition min
vän generalen (my friend the general) would not be analyzed by the grammar.

4.6 Coordination of NP:s

In this section, I will describe the treatment of coordinations of NP:s. Sometimes, the terminology
is a little bit confusing, so below I will clarify how the terms will be used in this section.

A conjunct is an NP constituent in a coordination.

A conjunction is any of the words och (and) or eller (or).

A coordination is the combination of the conjuncts with the conjunction.

4.6.1 Introduction

Coordinations of NP:s is an interesting construction in natural language which has at least for
Swedish, been little explored. For example, the bibliography of Telemann et al. (1999) (Inledning
p.134) on the chapter about coordinations, only contains ten references of which none is exclu-
sively devoted to NP coordination. Unfortunately, this chapter focuses on the semantics of the
coordinations4 while leaving syntactic scope ambiguities aside. One reason for this is that from a
non-computational perspective, syntactic scope ambiguities are seldom problematic to resolve.

Most often the scope of attributes to an NP is totally clear for a human reader, as in example
25.

Example 25
visa bränsleförbrukning och driftkostnad för bmw 518 och volvo 300 [P]
(Show fuel consumption and operating costs for BMW 518 and Volvo 300)

To most people, there is no doubt of what is meant in example 25. It is clear that the person
who uttered this statement, wants to retrieve information about four things: bränsleförbrukning
för bmw 518, driftkostnad för bmw 518, bränsleförbrukning för volvo 300 and driftkostnad för volvo
300. In other words, the PP attribute för bmw 518 och volvo 300 (which contains a coordination
itself), scopes over the whole NP coordination bränsleförbrukning och driftkostnad, and not only
over the preceding noun driftkostnad. This decision is based on the sophisticated world knowledge
that combustion of fuel, expressed by the noun bränsleförbrukning, is done by something having

4for example, the distinctions in additive, disjunctive, conclusive and exclusive coordinations
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an engine, like a car, expressed by bmw 518 och volvo 300. It is deduced that the noun bränsleför-
brukning must also be specified by the the attribute för bmw 518 och volvo 300, i.e. the attribute
must scope over the whole coordination bränsleförbrukning och driftkostnad.

From a computational strictly syntactic perspective, this kind of semantic reasoning is of course
not not possible. Instead, all readings are based on structural, syntactic grounds, and then both
readings of example 25 are possible, but not equally plausible which will be discussed below. Again,
one should keep in mind that the semantic reasoning used by humans to disambiguate example 25,
is, although in a very simplified way, represented by the database model which would disambiguate
between the two readings. Nevertheless, it is vital that the reading that is consistent with the
database model is actually supplied, and for efficiency reasons, that as much disambiguation as
possible is made already in the grammar.

The ambiguity whether the attribute attaches to the coordination as a whole or only to the
nearest noun, does not only concern PP attributes but also pre-posed attributes like adjectivals,
quantifiers and definite attributes. This complexity explains why the treatment of coordinated
NP:s is often avoided in NLP systems. In contrast, coordinations in general and NP coordinations
in particular, are very common constructions in the project corpus. 128 coordinations were found in
the project corpus that consists of totally 353 questions. Almost 60% (75/128) of the coordinations
are coordinations of NP:s, which indicates that this grammatical phenomenon cannot be overlooked
in a realistic NP grammar.

In addition to the project corpus, a small suite of test phrases was manually built, containing
various ways of coordinating NP:s. Each coordination was then assessed in three different aspects
by a test subject, a student at the Department of Linguistics. The test subject had to judge the
grammaticality and the number of different readings of the coordination. If there were more than
one reading, he had to judge whether one of the readings were preferred over the others. The test
subject was given instructions to try to ”forget” about his linguistic knowledge and only assign the
coordinations with the readings that first came in mind.

When having analyzed the coordinations in the project corpus together with the results of this
small test, it was possible to distinguish three classes of rules analyzing the following types of
coordinations, respectively.

1. Non-distributive coordinations

2. Distributive coordinations of full NP:s

3. Distributive coordinations of non-full NP:s

The non-distributive coordination is the simplest case of NP coordination where both conjuncts
are conjoined at the top level. The conjuncts are grammatical NP:s in themselves and do not share
any attribute, as in example 26.

Example 26
Mazda 626 och Ford Sierra [P]

The distributive coordinations of full NP:s, are the cases where a pre-posed attribute is dis-
tributed over all the succeeding conjuncts, as in example 27. This example, as all NP:s that are
analyzed by this class of rules, are considered to be ambiguous since both conjuncts are grammat-
ical NP:s of their own, and will be analyzed both by the rules for distributive and non-distributive
coordinations.

Example 27
europeiska mobiltelefoner och mobilnät
(European cellular phones and cellular phone networks)
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The distributive coordinations of non-full NP:s, are just as the previous class of coordinations,
cases where some pre-posed attribute is distributed over all conjuncts, but for these non-full NP:s,
a non-distributive reading is not possible. The reason is that the distributed attribute makes the
conjunct NP:s grammatical, as in example 28, where min must specify ringsignal in order for the
NP to be grammatical.

Example 28
min logga eller ringsignal
(my logo or ring signal)

All three rule classes contain recursive rules supporting theoretically an infinite number of
conjuncts conjoined by a comma, but for the sake of clarity, all examples in this section will only
contain two conjuncts.

For both the distributive classes, there is an intermediate syntactic level called conoun. conoun
is a syntactic category which is assigned to a coordination that is open for the attachment of
distributively interpreted attributes, such as adjectivals, quantifiers and possessival specifiers and
articles. In the ambiguous example 29, the innermost syntactic category describing telefoner och
mobilnät, is, for the distributive reading, the conoun level.

Example 29

np[alla np[svenska conoun[telefoner och mobilnät ]]]
(np[all np[Swedish conoun[cellular phones och cellular phone networks]]])

One of the motivations behind the conoun level is that in order to produce two readings of the
NP in example 29, there has to be two different coordination rules analyzing on the one hand the
non-distributive reading, and on the other hand the distributive coordination. For the distributive
reading, which is showed by brackets in example 29, one somehow need to make the analysis
of telefoner och mobilnät bound to find the preceding distributive attribute svenska in order to
become a grammatical NP. Otherwise, if the grammatical NP coordination mobiltelefoner och
mobilnät occurs without any attribute, there will be two identical parses for this phrase, which, of
course, is not desirable. One solution to this problem would be to make the distributive analysis
bound for a distributive attribute only by setting a certain feature. The problem with such a
solution is that the absence of this feature then has to be checked every time the NP is used in
some higher level construction, e.g. in a clause. As has previously been mentioned, one aim has
been to make the interface to the NP as tight and uniform as possible. Therefore, making the
analysis bound for a distributive attribute not by some feature, but by a syntactic category conoun,
was a better way to solve the problem. When the first distributive attribute has been attached,
like svenska in example 29, the syntactic category of the phrase is set to one of the ordinary
categories xnp or np for NP:s, depending on the grammaticality of the phrase, like in example 29
where the syntactic category is np. The attachment of the first distributive attribute is done by
separate rules working specifically on the conoun level. If there are more distributive attributes to
be attached, like alla in example 29, the rules for non-coordinated pre-posed attributes are used.

Another motivation is that the grammar writer has better control over the grammar when
all distributive readings of an NP goes through the conoun level. This happens regardless of the
grammatical status of the NP before the distributive constituent has been attached: the NP could
have been grammatical, such as in telefoner och mobilnät in example 29, or the NP could have
been ungrammatical, such as l̊aga kostnad och höga lönsamhet as in företagets l̊aga kostnad och
höga lönsamhet (the company’s low costs and high profitability).
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4.6.2 Restrictions

When examining the project corpus and assessing the results of the small experiment with the
human test subject, a number of restrictions were created that have been imposed on the NP
coordinations in order to discard certain analysis that were found to be very unlikely.

There are very intricate lexical semantic balance restrictions on the nouns that can be coordi-
nated. For example, in the coordination automatisk distribution och sm̊a nallebjörnar (automatic
distrubution and small teddy bears), the semantics of the conjuncts are far apart which makes
the coordination as a whole sound ”funny”. Leaving this kind of semantic balance aside, there
are also syntactic balance restrictions imposed on especially distributive, but also non-distributive
coordinations.

In the case of non-distributive coordinations, the conjuncts need to agree in case and in ”form”.
The category form has two subcategories, subject form and object form. Only personal pronouns
are specified in either subject or object form, as for example han (he) and honom (him) respectively,
while common nouns are underspecified in this feature.

For distributive coordinations, quite hard syntactic balance restrictions are imposed on its
conjuncts, in order for both conjuncts to agree with a common distributive attribute. All con-
juncts has to agree in definiteness, number, case, form and countability.5 In addition, singular
coordinations also have to agree in gender since a potential distributive article will demand gender
agreement with its head noun. If this is not checked, a gender conflict could occur as in *ett företag
eller organization (a company or organization).

Widest scope only on PP attributes

An important restriction is that the reading of NP coordinations in which the first conjunct is
not modified by a PP attribute while the second conjunct is modified by a PP attribute, has
been blocked. Put differently, the structure [NP och [NP PP]] is not allowed in the grammar.
The disired effect is to give PP attributes the widest scope only, still under the premise that each
NP can be modified by only one PP attribute. The restriction has large impact on the number of
readings produced applies to both non-distributive and distributive coordinations. This restriction
is empirically based on that, in the project corpus, the PP in 14 out of 15 occurrences of the
syntactic pattern [NP och NP PP], get the widest scope as in [[NP och NP] PP] exemplified
in example 25 above. The restriction is also supported by Zoeppritz (1984) who imposes it on
German NP coordinations (p. 313).

Other examples of how this restriction cuts down the number of parses6, is shown in examples
30 and 31 below.

Example 30
[information om [[SMS och e-post] för mobiltelefoner]]
([information about [[SMS and e-mail] for cellular phones]])

Example 31
[[mobiltelefoner med WAP] och [handdatorer med Internet-access]]
([[cellular phones with WAP] and [palm pilots with Internet access]])

Examples 30 and 31 each get two readings. In the first reading, bracketed in example 30,
the non-distributive reading of the second PP för mobiltelefoner is blocked by the widest scope
restriction. In the second reading, bracketed in example 31, the a non-distributive coordination
rule is applied at the top level, resulting in two coordinated NP:s with one PP attribute each. In

5All common nouns are lexically specified as either countable or uncountable nouns (mass nouns).
6with one parse each in these examples
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this case, the restriction of only one PP per NP, blocks the distributive reading of the second PP
för mobiltelefoner.

Non-modified indefinite singular nouns

For non-modified indefinite singular nouns, there is also a restriction on which conjunction that
can coordinate them in a distributive reading. They can only be coordinated with the conjunction
eller, but not with the conjunction och.

Example 32
ett företag och förlag
(a company and publisher)

According to the result of the small test with the test subject, the conjunction och, in example
32 above, makes the indefinite singular nouns företag and förlag refer to one single entity entitled
by two nouns. This is not a syntactic problem per se, but the phenomenon cannot currently be
handled correctly by the Phoenix semantic processing module and has to be blocked. If on the
other hand, both conjuncts were coordinated with the conjunction eller, the NP ett företag eller
förlag would clearly refer to two separable entities.

Pre-posed distributive attributes

To explain the general restrictions for attaching pre-posed distributive attributes, the term Poten-
tial Distributive Attribute needs to be defined.

A Potential Distributive Attribute (PDA) is any of the pre-posed adjectival attributes,
quantifiers or definite attributes as described in tables 4.1 and 4.2.

The further left a PDA is from the head noun, the higher is the level of the PDA. For example,
a quantifier is on a higher level in the phrase than an adjectival, but it is on a lower level than a
definite attribute.

Hypothesis 4.1 (Distributed attributes) Only if there is a PDA preceding the head of the
leftmost conjunct in a coordination, and each succeeding conjunct does not include a PDA of the
same or higher level, the first PDA is distributed over all its succeeding conjuncts.

Hypothesis 4.1 describes the general case of distributive attributes, where there sometimes is
a competing non-distributive analysis of the ambiguous NP, as in example 27. The effect of this
hypothesis is that an adjectival like finska in example 33 below, would not be distributed over all
conjuncts in the coordination since a conjunct within this coordination is individually modified by
another adjectival.

Example 33
finska telefoner och svenska mobilnät
(Finish phones and Swedish cellular phone networks)

Hypothesis 4.2 (Distributed possessival specifier) Only if there is a possessival specifier
preceding the head of the leftmost conjunct in a coordination, and all the succeeding conjuncts
are not specified by a possessival specifier, the first possessival specifier is distributed over all its
succeeding conjuncts, and a potential non-distributive reading must be blocked.
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Hypothesis 4.2, is a special case of hypothesis 4.1, used when the non-distributive reading of a
coordination must be discarded on other premises than grammaticality of the individual conjuncts,
PP attribute balance, and agreement in case and form, such as in example 34 below.

Example 34
Nokias varor och tjänster
(Nokia’s goods and services)

In example 34, there is a very strong preference for interpreting the PDA Nokias as being
distributed over both varor and tjänster. The non-distributive reading seems very forced to both
me and the test subject, most likely for syntactic reasons. If example 34 were to be interpreted
non-distributively, there would occur a syntactic imbalance in definiteness between the conjuncts,
where the left conjunct would be definite and the right conjunct would be indefinite. The non-
distributive reading has thus to be blocked.

4.6.3 Scope

The scope of the grammar for NP coordination is limited. While this grammar handles many cases
of distributive readings of coordinations in addition to standard full NP non-distributive readings,
it does not handle elliptic constructions where the head of an NP has been omitted. For example,
it cannot in its current state handle the NP europeiska och amerikanska mobiltelefoner (Euro-
pean and American cellular phones) where reference is made to two types of entities, each being
europeiska and amerikanska respectively, in contrast to one type of entity being europeisk and
amerikansk at the same time. This grammar does not currently support any other conjunctions
than a simple och or eller.

To close this section, it has to said that none of the above restrictions should be seen as indis-
putable truths that hold for 100% of the myriad of different ways of expressing an NP coordination.
The restrictions should instead be seen as one possible approach for cutting down unwanted am-
biguity in NP coordination, which, as has been seen, has in various degrees been based on corpus
studies and the judgments of a test subject.
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Chapter 5

Test phase and evaluation

Generally in NLP, and particularly in statistical NLP, the term ”testing” is used for referring to
a phase when unseen corpus material is fed to a system which previously has been ”trained” on
similar corpus material. ”testing” is in this sense an evaluation procedure. In this chapter ”testing”
is not used in the evaluation sense, but in a more general Computer Science sense, where one tests
that the system works just the way it was intended to. The input data in my case is not some
unseen corpus material, but instead it consists of a test suite of hand crafted questions, specifically
designed to verify that the grammar rules can analyze all the covered grammatical construction,
and none of ungrammatical constructions. In an ideal system, no changes have to be made to the
grammar rules during the test phase. In reality though, there are typos or even design errors that
have to be corrected.

In the evaluation phase, however, no changes can be made to the grammar rules as the purpose
is to show how well the grammar performs in its current state.

In this chapter I will describe both how the the grammar has been tested and how it has been
evaluated.

During testing and evaluation, the questions from the test suite and the evaluation corpus
respectively, will be classified into four categories which are interrelated in the way visualized by
the Venn diagram below:
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A: all questions

B: questions having at least one reading

C: questions having only intended readings

D: questions having all the intended readings

Figure 5.1. Question sets

The general expression reading refers to any one semantic representation given as output from
the parser, while the more specific expression intended reading refers to a reading that is expected
by the grammar and that is correct according to the way semantic representations must be con-
structed in Lehmann (2001). The correctness of the semantic representations must be assessed
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manually.
Given the set descriptions in figure 5.1 and given that the cardinality of a set P is written P ,

it is possible to stipulate the following evaluation measures:

precision = C

B

recall = D

A

recallstrict = C∩D

A

The first measure precision will show the relative frequency of parsed questions having only
intended readings. Looking from another angle, this measure tells us in relative terms how many
of the parsed questions that get unintended readings. Note that since the property of having
only intended readings is binary, this measure does not tell us how many unintended readings
each question has been assigned, only how many questions that have been assigned at least one
unintended reading.

The second measure recall shows the relative frequency of all questions, including those who
fail to parse, that get all the intended readings. In other words, it is possible that the questions
sanctioned by this measure also contain unintended readings.

The third and perhaps the most interesting measure recallstrict, is based on recall but
additionally it excludes the questions that are assigned unintended readings. recallstrict will
then tell us how many of all questions that were assigned all the intended readings and only the
intended readings.

In the following two sections, and especially in section 5.2, I will use these measures in order
to test and evaluate the NP grammar.

5.1 Test phase

Before any testing could take place the NP grammar was fully implemented. This was due to
technical limitations, but it had the positive side effect of having to thoroughly think all rules
through, and parse questions ”on paper” before any computational parsing could be done.

The test suite, found in appendix B, was compiled by systematically writing NP:s specifically
designed to test the correctness of all the individual grammar rules, but also to test many of the
possible rule combinations. For example, even though the rule for combining an indefinite article
and a noun into the NP ett meddelande (a message) works, we cannot be sure that the same rule
works if the noun is modified by an adjective, resulting in the NP ett personligt meddelande (a
personal message). It is both hard and tedious to manually write NP:s that test all grammatical
combinations of rules, and to do it automatically it would in fact require an error free NP generation
grammar. This is the reason for the test suite not being complete in a logical sense relative to
what the grammar could possibly analyze. Still the most obvious rule combinations are tested.

Conversely, it is impossible to list all ungrammatical combinations of words that the grammar
should not be able analyze. Instead, ungrammatical questions which should not be analyzed, but
which are considered to be critical cases are tested to fail. These critical cases could be for example
that the ungrammaticality depends on the value of a single feature, such as grammatical gender
agreement between article and noun in the NP *en meddelande.

When all the technical prerequisites were fulfilled, the test phase was conducted in four rounds:
first the rules for pre-posed attributes to nouns were tested; second the rules for NP coordination;
third rules for post-posed attributes in form of PP:s and coordinations of PP:s; and fourth rules
for naked nouns and interrogative NP:s were tested. These four classes of questions each have a
separate heading in the test suite in appendix B.

In order to test the NP:s, two verb phrase rules and two verb forms had to be added serving
as development tools to form full clauses. The first verb form is imperative lista (list) and the
first verb phrase rule combines an imperative verb and an NP functioning as a direct object to
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an imperative clause. For example, the NP ett meddelande would be tested in the imperative
clause Lista ett meddelande. The second verb form is the present tense fungerar (work) and the
second verb rule combines an interrogative NP functioning as grammatical subject and a verb
in the present tense into an interrogative clause, e.g. Vilka förbetalda SIM-kort fungerar (Which
pre-paid SIM cards work).

The grammar rules were then corrected until the score for the recallstrict measure reached
100%, i.e. until all questions in the test suite got all intended readings and only the intended
readings.

5.2 Evaluation

5.2.1 Compilation of evaluation corpus

Since the dialogue Wizard of Oz corpus did not consist of more than 355 questions, it was con-
sidered to be too small to split into one training and one evaluation part as common practice
suggests. As has been seen in section 3, the Wizard of Oz corpus served as the project corpus,
while another corpus had to be compiled for evaluation.

To evaluate the NP grammar, I instead compiled a corpus of NP:s coming from FAQ:s from
three different domains: cellular phones, broadband connection and Internet banking. To obtain
questions from these domains I used the search engine Google.1 Supplying Google with the key
words FAQ mobiltelefon and FAQ bredband, and switching language selection to Swedish, a number
of FAQs relevant to these two domains were retrieved within the top 20 hits. To obtain questions
from the third domain, Internet banking, I chose another approach. Instead of searching directly
after FAQ:s, I searched to find a listing of Swedish banks that support Internet services, and then
by visiting each Internet bank’s web site, I browsed my way to the FAQ of that bank.

Since the project corpus contains 353 questions and the test suite contains 351 questions, it
seemed appropriate for this small scale evaluation that the basis of the NP evaluation corpus should
be of approximately the same size. 365 questions was chosen to be the size to this end. From the
FAQ:s for cellular phones, broadband connection and Internet banking, I randomly selected 200,
100 and 65 questions respectively. The bias on questions from the cellular phone domain stems
from the fact that the number of relevant FAQ:s about cellular phones found when performing the
Internet search, was much larger than the number of relevant FAQ:s for the broadband domain.

Now, having a total of 365 questions, I manually extracted all NP:s that had an inner structure,
i.e. I extracted all grammatical NP:s consisting of more than a single word. To include one-word
NP:s would not help to evaluate grammar rules, but rather only bring more work to expand-
ing the lexicon. Duplicate NP:s, NP:s including typos and, even more common, NP:s including
compounded nouns written as two words as for example SMS tjänster, were excluded. Questions
formulated as statements were also excluded. Furthermore, since the grammar does not cover
NP:s including relative clauses, such NP:s were given special treatment in the extraction. The
head noun of the NP consisting a relative clause were extracted, as were all NP:s within this rela-
tive clause. For example, the NP ett textmeddelande som visar hemlig avsändare (a text message
which shows secret users) were split up into two NP:s: ett textmeddelande (a text message) and
hemlig avsändare (secret user). After extraction, NP:s were added to the corpus functioning as
direct object or grammatical subject to the verb forms lista or fungerar respectively, depending on
whether they are declarative or interrogative. The resulting evaluation corpus, found in appendix
C, then consists of 254 unique questions.

To be able to start evaluating, the user schema was updated with all the nouns and adjectives
found in the evaluation corpus. To justify the relatively small size of the evaluation corpus, the
argument of keeping the evaluation corpus in roughly the same size as the training corpus has
been used. Another argument for this size is that lexicon updating is tedious and time consuming,
manual work and considering the scope of this theses, too much time should not be spent on this
activity.

1www.google.com
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5.2.2 Results

The distribution of questions over the sets described in figure 5.1 along with the scores for the
evaluation measures are shown in table 5.1.

Set Cardinality

A 254
B 215
C 212
D 212

Measure Value

Precision .99
Recall .83
recallstrict .83

Table 5.1. Classification of questions and evaluation results

Reading the evaluation measure scores of table 5.1, it can be seen that out of the questions that
could be parsed, 99% were assigned only intended readings. 83% of all questions were assigned
all the intended readings. Since it was found that D = C, i.e. that the same questions that were
assigned all the intended readings were also assigned only its intended readings, recallstrict has
the same score as recall.

It is also interesting to see the reason why some questions lack readings, or the reason why
some questions are erroneously analyzed. Table 5.2 shows the types of errors classified by which set
they occurred in. For each set of questions there is a description of the grammatical phenomenon
that caused the error, followed by the number of questions that suffered from the error.

Question set Reason for error Frequency
A−B Question contains numeral expressions 7

Question contains quotation marks 5
Question includes comparison 6
Ellipsis of second constituent in coordinated compounds 6
Ellipsis of head noun in coordinations with adjectives 1
Other ellipsis 1
Uncountable plural nouns 2
Multiple quantifiers 1
Pronoun with PP attribute 2
Proper noun with PP attribute 1
Question includes the expression typ av 2
Colloquial expressions 2
Missing reading for coordination with PP 3

B − (C ∪D) Erroneous reading on comparison 3

Table 5.2. Classification of NP grammar errors

Reading the table top–down, one obvious shortcoming of the grammar in its present state is
the inability to parse questions including numeral expressions or quotation marks. The Phoenix
formalism parses numeral expressions by means of regular expressions, and quotation marks can
be set to simply be ignored by the parser. To produce rules for these constructions has had a low
priority.

Since constructions including comparisons often involve constituents found elsewhere in the
clause than within a single NP, no rules for comparison has been written. This is why NP:s
like närmare en MPG än tio meter (closer to an MPG than ten meters) and en nyare version
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av säkerhetsprogrammet SmartTrust (a more recent version of the security program SmartTrust)
cannot be parsed.

In Swedish, coordinated noun compounds with identical last constituent, can let this common
constituent be present only in the last compound of the coordination, while it is absent in all the
preceding compounds. An example from the evaluation corpus of this construction is the NP Easy-
, Refill- eller Kontant-korten (Easy, Refill or Cash cards). This construction is hard to analyze
and is not covered by the grammar. Another elliptic construction which is less hard to handle
but which the grammar currently fails to parse, is the coordination of NP:s where the conjuncts
have identical head noun, but each noun is modified by a different adjective. In these cases it is
common to only explicitly mention the head noun in the rightmost NP of the coordination, e.g.
as in the NP skillnaden mellan litet och stort SIM-kort (the difference between a small and a large
SIM card).

Uncountable nouns that only occur in their plural form cannot be parsed, as for example the
NP hur mycket pengar (how much money). The grammar rules has been designed to analyze
ordinary uncountable nouns that, in contrary, can only occur in their singular form.

The NP alla tre svenska operatörer (all three Swedish providers) contains multiple quantifiers
and is not analyzed because it would cause a quantifier conflict between alla and tre in the
generation of the SQL query.

In order to reduce the combinatorial power and thus to reduce ambiguity within NP:s consisting
of coordinations and PP:s, pronouns and proper nouns were restricted not to be able to take PP
attributes. This showed to be a hasty decision which led to that NP:s like oss i Västervik (us in
Västervik) and Solo p̊a Internet (Solo on the Internet) could not be analyzed.

Colloquial expressions such as det här med IT and det med Internet, as well as the constructions
typ av (sort of), can also not be parsed.

Coordinations of NP:s followed by a complemental PP attribute that should scope over the
whole coordination could neither be parsed, as in numret eller modellen för min mobiltelefon (the
number or the model of my cellular phone). The reason for the failure to produce this reading is
because within the syntactic frame for nummer, the preposition till is specified. This is why PP:s
governed by the preposition för cannot function as attributes to nummer while it can do so for
modell since it is lexically specified in the latter noun’s syntactic frame. In the present state of
the grammar each noun can lexically specify only one preposition governing a complemental PP.
In a next version of the grammar, classes of complemental prepositions having the same meaning
could be specified instead.

Turning from the non parsable questions belonging to the set A−B to questions belonging to
the set B − (C ∪D), there is only one type of questions that get neither get all intended readings
nor only intended readings. These questions all involves comparison, and, as has been mentioned
previously, should not be parsed at this stage. Still, one rule is overgenerating and producing an
unintended reading to this type of questions.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Summary

In this thesis I have implemented a computational grammar for analyzing Swedish noun phrases,
and mapping them to a semantic representation called a semantic tree, manifesting the functional
relations between the constituents in the noun phrase. The coverage of the grammar has been
predetermined by the noun phrase sub-part of a grammar specification for Swedish questions,
while the more detailed information that was needed to implement the grammar, was found in
grammatical literature and in a Wizard of Oz dialogue corpus compiled at the NLP laboratory in
Linköping.

One of the linguistically most interesting problems has been to encode the way temporal noun
phrases select prepositions, depending partly on the temporal type of the noun phrase, and partly
on what temporal aspect the preposition expresses. The temporal types of noun phrases have been
defined as temporal unit, temporal name and dates, while the system built-in temporal aspects
are temporal place, temporal source, temporal goal and temporal duration. For example, when
referring to a ”fixed” point in time in the past, that is, to the temporal aspect temporal place, and
the temporal type of the noun phrase is temporal unit such as fem dagar, a circumposition för
. . . sedan is used, as in för fem dagar sedan (five days ago). If on the other hand the temporal
type is changed to temporal name such as fredag, another preposition i is used to refer to the
same point in time, as in i fredags (last Friday). The result has been a classification table showing
which prepositions are used in all combinations, where temporal types are in the rows and temporal
aspects are in the columns.

Another interesting linguistic phenomenon is the economic way in which coordinations of noun
phrases are often expressed. For example, in the noun phrase tr̊adlösa handdatorer och telefoner
(wireless palm pilots and phones), the adjective tr̊adlösa can be distributed over both the conjuncts
handdatorer and telefoner. I call this the distributive reading of the noun phrase, as opposed to
the non-distributive reading where, in this case, the adjective tr̊adlösa only scopes over the closest
preceding noun telefoner. Even though coordinations of noun phrases are common in the project
corpus – within 353 questions there are 75 cases of coordinated noun phrases – there are very little
literature on coordinations of noun phrases in general and on scope ambiguities in noun phrase
coordinations in particular. It seems like there are only under certain conditions that a distributive
reading can occur. I have formulated an hypothesis which has been implemented, suggesting, a
bit simplified, that an attribute such as tr̊adlösa above, can be distributed over all the succeeding
conjuncts only if it is positioned ahead of the first conjunct in the coordination, and none of the
conjuncts are individually modified by an attribute of the same type or of a higher level type. For
example the noun phrase tr̊adlösa telefoner och stationära datorer would not meet the conditions
for a distributive reading.

In a certain case of ambiguous noun phrase coordinations, only the distributive reading is
propagated since the non-distributive reading is so unlikely that it has to be blocked. This happens
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when the attribute is a noun or pronoun in genitive, such as in Nokias handdatorer och telefoner
(Nokia’s palm pilots and phones).

The grammar also supports ”naked” nouns, which are singular indefinite nouns occurring with-
out the otherwise required indefinite quantifier, as in Hur aktiverar jag röststyrning (How do I
initialize voice control functions). After studying a corpus of questions about cellular phones,
an additional category of naked nouns, not found in the literature, was created. This category
consists of nouns that refer to technical processes, like röststyrning (voice control function), hand-
stilsigenkänning (handwriting recognition), autenticering (authentication), etc. In the corpus,
these nouns most often occur naked. Even though the ability to occur naked is not always deter-
mined by the lexical semantics of the noun, but sometimes instead by the verb in which the noun
grammatically functions, ”nakedness” has in this grammar been encoded as a lexical feature on
the noun.

To evaluate the grammar, a corpus has been compiled by randomly selecting 365 questions from
Internet FAQ:s on cellular phones, Internet banking and broadband connection. From this corpus,
all correct unique noun phrases consisting of more than single noun, were manually extracted,
treating noun phrases modified by relative clauses not as one noun phrase, but extracting all its
embedded noun phrases, ending up with 254 noun phrases. After feeding the noun phrases to
the parser and manually assessing the results, it was found that 83% of them were given all the
intended interpretations and only the intended interpretations.

6.2 Future development

An improvement that would be easy to implement, and that would increase the measure
recallstrict with 5 percent units, would be to write regular expressions for parsing numeral
expressions, and to make quotation marks invisible to the parser.

The next step for making the grammar completely consistent with the Swedish grammar spec-
ification would be to implement analysis rules for relative clauses, coordination of adjectives and
multi-words conjunctions such as b̊ade . . . och (both . . . and) and antingen . . . eller (either . . . or).

The treatment of complemental prepositional phrases is not quite satisfactory and could be
made more flexible. In its current state, the noun specific relation between a noun and its comple-
mental prepositional phrase can only be represented by one single preposition lexically specified
in the noun. Many times, several different prepositions can represent this relation. For example,
in the noun phrase databasen över kontakter (the contacts database) the complemental relation
between databasen and kontakter could just as well been expressed by the prepositions med (with)
or inneh̊allande (containing). One solution to this problem would be to, in the governing noun,
lexically specify classes of prepositions which all represent the same complemental relation.
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Appendix A

Project corpus

The project corpus is based on the part of the Linköping Dialogue Corpus that was collected
during a Wizard of Oz experiment in the domain of used cars. The original source can be found
on http://www.ida.liu.se/∼nlplab/dialogues/cars/cars.tar.gz from which I have extracted all the
questions (while leaving out the answers).

==> visa mercedes

==> kostnad och utrymme

==> visa märken som samma utrymmen som mercedes 200

==> visa märken

==> visa data för mercedes

==> visa alla data för mercedes

==> rostbenägenhet, storleksklass, säkerhet

==> visa driftssäkerhet och krocksäkerhet för storbilar

==> visa driftssäkerhet och krocksäkerhet för mellanklasbilar

==> ja men inte på en gång

==> visa alla mellanklassbilar som har högre krocksäkerhet än 4

==> visa alla märken som kostar mindre än 70000 och har

krocksäkerhet högre än 4

==> visa alla storbilar som kostar mindre än 70000 och som krochsäker

större än 4 och rangordna efter driftskostnad

==> visa alla mellenklassbilar som kostar mändre än 70000 och med högre

krocksäkerhet 4 och rangorna efter driftskostnad

==> lista saab med kostnad

==> visa saab 900 med årsmodell 1985

==> visa saab med krocksäkerhet,pris, driftssäkerhet ,rostbenägenhet

==> visa volvo,saab och audi med krocksäkerhet, pris, driftssäkerhet,

rostbenägenhet,driftskostnad för de som kostar midre än 70000

==> visa bilar som kostar mindre än 70000 och med krocksäkerhet större

än 5 och som är storbilar och rostbenäghet större än 3

==> lista samtliga bilmodeller

==> lista data över mercedes

==> mercedes bensinförbrukning

==> pris för mercedes

==> lista samtliga bilar med pris under 70000 och med en bensinförbrukning

som understiger .86

==> vilken längd och bredd har mercedes bilmodeller

==> vilken tjänstevikt, accelleration, motorstyrka samt motorvolym har

mercedes bilmodeller

==> rostbenägenhet för mercedes
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==> mercedes krocksäkerhet

==> fords rostbenägenhet och krocksäkerhet

==> lista fords och mercedes underhållskostnader

==> lista fords och mercedes service och reparationskostnader

==> lägg till värdeminskning till samma tabell

==> lista samtliga bilmodeller med lägre bensinförbrukning än 0,86 med pris

under 70000 underhållskostnader mindre än 411,accelleration bättre än

13 sekunder, servicekostnader lägre än 1001, reparationskodstnader lägre

än 2501, värdeminskning mindre än 20001

==> lägg till mercedes till tabellen

==> lägg till storleksklass, rostbenägenhet, krocksäkerhet och motorstyrka i

tabellen

==> lägg till krocksäkerhet och motorstyrka

==> ta bort bilar med krocksäkerhet lägre än 4

==> lägg till rostbenägenhet

==> ta bort mercedes 200, opel kadett mazda 323 volkswagen golf

==> lista toyota camry, opel ascona och mazda 626

==> vilka bilar finns det

==> jag vill titta på bilar iprisklassen 20000 till 70000 av märkenaaudi,

bmw,ford,mazda,toyotapeugeotvolkswagen

==> jagvilltitta på bilar av samma märken och med fyra dörrar samt årsmodell

somej understiger 1984

==> bilar av samma märke och med årsmodeller som ej understiger 1984 och en

blandad bränsleförbrukning på högst 1.0

==> minst 100 hk samt en acceleration från 0-100 km/h på högst 13 s

==> samma bilar som föregående plus den som stämmer närmast överens med

föregående kriterium

==> minst 90 hk plus en acceleration från 0-100 på minst 14s

==> samma fråga men högst14 s

==> välj tre av dessa bilar som har minst rost

==> kompletter listan med säkerhet ,storleksklass och utrymme

==> samma information somtidigarelista men med utrymme och säkerhet

==> Lista bilmodeller i prisklass under 80000 och årsmodell senare än 1985

==> Lista bilmodeller i prisklass under 90000 och årsmodell senare än 1980

==> nej b, bara de med årsmodell senare än 1981

==> nej bara de i prisklass under 80000

==> lista tillgänglig information om Ford Fiesta

==> Jag vill ha information om rostbenägenhet, säkerhet och olika kostnader

för alla bilar i prisklass mindre än 80000 och årsmodell senare än 1985

==> visa totalkostnad per mil och totalkostnad per år.

==> Visa kort infrmation om vad de olika betygen står för.

==> Vad är totalkostna

==> vad är totalkostnada

==> lista bilmodeller med rostbenägenhetsvärde högre än 3 eller inget värde

alls, drifsäkerhet högre än 3 eller inget värde alls och krocksäkerhet

högre än 3 eller inget värde alls.

==> nej bara de som kostar mindre än 80000

==> addera totalkostnad per år och mil samt storleksklass till den senaste

tabellen.

==> Lista samma som senast men utelämna bilar i småbilsklassen.

==> Lista samma som senast men utelämna bilar i storbilsklassen och de bilar

som har årliga driftskostnader på över 20000.

==> samma som senast men utelämna bilar med totalkostnad per år över 20000

samt de större småbilarna.
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==> återgå till föregående lista och utelämna där istället bilar med

totalkostnad per år över 22000 utelämna driftkostnaderna och tag istället

med utrymme.

==> samma som senast med utelämna bilar med kupeutrymme mindre än 3 samt

bagageutrymme mindre än 260

==> Jag vill ha en tabell som visar bilar som kostar mindre än 70000 kr

==> nej, jag vill inte se någon

==> Jag vill ha en tabell över mellanstora bilar som kostar mindre

än 70000kr och är billig i drift

==> Jag vill ha en tabell över mellanstora bilar som kostar mindre

än 70000 kr och har låg bensinförbrukning

==> Jag vill ha en tabell över mellanstora bilar som kostar mindre

än 70000 kr och har en bensinförbrukning som är mindre än Mercedes

==> Ta även med stora bilar i tabellen

==> Rangordna tabellen efter krocksäkerhet

==> Visa alla data för Volkswagen Passat, Opel Ascona, och Mazda 626

==> driftskostnader och rymlighet

==> ta bort bilar årsmodell -88 ur tabellen

==> Ta även med rostbenägenheten i tabellen

==> Är rost

==> Är en 5:a i kolumnen rost bra eller dåligt

==> Visa tabell över stora och mellan

==> Visa tabell över stora och mellanstora bilar som kostar mindre än

70000 kr och rangordna efter driftskostnader

==> Visa data för Ford sierra årsmodell -85

==> rostbenägenhet, krocksäkerhet

==> vilka bilmodeller kostar max 70000 kr?

==> jag vill se dem som har minst 100 hästkrafter

==> visa mig krockstatistik på dessa

==> vilka är de största problemen med varje märke

==> vilka problem förekommer för varje modell

==> jag vill se storleksklass och rostbenägenhet

==> visa de bilmodeller som har bränsleförbrukning under 0,9 l/mil

==> utav dem som redan visats

==> visa acceleratinsprestanda för alla dessa

==> vad är reparationskostnaden per år

==> rostskydsgaranti fö dessa

==> övriga driftskostnader skatt försäkr etc

==> totalkostnad per mil och värdeminskning tack

==> tot kostn per mil ist för rost och värdeminskning ist för motors

==> välj ut de tre bästa med avseende på bränsleförb totalkostna och

värdeminsn

==> välj de tre som har lägst totalkostn

==> visa mätarställning

==> visa vilka bilar ni har i mellanklass.

==> VISA ALLA bilar i mellanklass som kostar högst 70 000 kronor.

==> visa bensinförbrukning för dessa bilar

==> visa krocksäkerhet för dessa bilar

==> varför saknas värden för krocksäkerhet för de sju bilar som är längst

ner på listan?

==> visa de problem som finns med följande bilar:volkswagen passat 1985

och 1982,opel ascona 1985 och 1982,bmw 518/520,citroen bx och peugot 305.

==> Visa service-, reparations- och underhållskostnader för

volkswagen passat, opel ascona, bmw 518/520, citroen bx, peugot 305,
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ford sierra 1985, audi 80 1985 och 1982, mazda 626 1985 och 1982,

volvo 300 1985.

==> visa servicekostnader, reparationskostnader och underhållskostnader

för volkswagen passat, opel ascona och bmw 518/520

==> visa pris ,rymlighet och rostbenägenhet för ovanstående bilar.

==> förklara siffrorna för rostbenägenhet.

==> visa service, reparation och underhåll för audi 80 och mazda 626.

==> visa utrymme och rostbenägenhet för audi 80 och mazda 626.visa

även pris.

==> finns det priser på både nya och begagnade bilar

==> ange tekniska data för bilar av årsmodell 1988 i föregående prisintervall

==> bränsleförbrukning och acceleration

==> ta bort de bilar som är att betrakta som små invändigt

==> information om tidigare ägares åsikter om ovanstående bilar med mindre

än 16 i acceleration

==> fakta rörande reparationer, problem och prestanda om ovanstående modeller

==> fakta om reparationer och problem

==> fakta om rostskador

==> fakta om säkerhet

==> aange service och reparations och underhållskostnader

==> någon information om innermått

==> tabell över samtliga årsmodeller med ovastående info och villkor

==> endast de med kupe utrymme 3-4

==> anger siffrorna i rostkolumnen betygsättning?

==> ta bort alla bilar med 1-2 i någon kolumn

==> summera branslekostnad för en körsträcka på 1500 mil med service,

reparation och underhåll i en särskild kolumn

==> utöka med bilar med pris ned till 50000 kronor

==> toyota corolla, opel kadett och billigare bilar ned till 30000 kronor

==> samma som ovan ned till 20000 kr,samt kupeutryme 2 för årsmodel

1988 i alla prisklasser

==> vilka bilar finns att välja på

==> vilka bilmodeller finns i 70000 kr klassen

==> vilka bilmodeller kostar under 70000 kronor

==> vilka bilmodeller kostar mellan 60000 och 70000 kronor

==> vilka 10 bilar som kostar mellan 60000 och 70000 kronor har bäst rostskydd

==> vad innebär rost 5

==> vilka 10 bilar mellan 60000 och 70000 kr är mest krocksäker

==> vilka 10 bilar mellan 60000 och 70000 kr är rymligast

==> bäst kupeutrymme

==> vilka 10 bilar mellan 60000 och 70000 kr har lägst bensinförbrukning

==> plocka fram dem 10 bilar mellan 60000 och 70000 kr som har bästa

rostskyddet bästa krocksäkerheten störst kupeutrymme

==> vilka 10 bilar mellan 60000 och 70000 kronor har lägsta driftskostnaderna

==> vilka 10 bilar mellan 60000 och 70000 kr har dem

lägsta reparationskostnaderna

==> vilka bilar mellan 60000 och 70000 kr har störst bagageutrymme

==> vilka 10 bilar mellan 60000 och 70000 kr har störst bagageutrymme

==> vilken bränsleförbrukning och reparationskopstnad har ford sierra,

mercedes 200, toyota camry, mazda 626, audi 80

==> vilken krocksäkerhet har toyota camry 1985

==> jag vill se alla bilar som kostar under 70000 kronor.

==> ta bort bilar som kostar under 40000 kronor.

==> ta bort mercedesbilar.
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==> ta bort alla småbilar och lyxbilar.

==> ta bort alla småbilar.

==> ta bort alla bilar som inte är krocksäkra och dessutom de som lätt får

rost.

==> ta bort alla bilar med låg driftsäkerhet.

==> ta bort alla bilar med driftsäkerhet under 3.

==> ta bort alla bilar som drar mycket bensin.

==> ta bort alla bilar som drar mer än 0,9 liter per mil.

==> ta bort alla söliga bilar

==> ta bort bilar med låg acceleration.

==> ange storlek och max. hastighet på bilarna.

==> ta bort alla med rost 3 eller krocksäkerhet 3 eller driftsäkerhet 3.

==> visa samma data om mercedesbilen.

==> vad har ni för bilar att erbjuda mig

==> saab

==> saab 900-turbo 1988

==> jag vill se ert register på bilar som kostar 60000-80000 kronor

==> kan du hjälpa mig hitta 3 st som är snabba,rymliga,krocksäkra

samt driftsäkra

==> jag vill ha exempel på bilar som kostar mellan 60000 och 70000

kronor och som dessutom är snabba,rymliga,krocksäkra samt driftsäkra

==> Vad betyder krocks?

==> vad innebär en 4 i krocks?

==> Vad har peugeot för krocksnummer

==> Jag vill ha en lista på bilar som kostar mellan 60000 och 70000 och

som har ett kupeutrymme för minst 4 personer samt ett värde på krocks.

De ska även ha en bränsleförbrukning som ligger under 1

==> kupeutrymmet ska vara för minst 4 personer

==> Ordna de senast uppräknade bilarna från mest lik mercedes till minst lik

==> Jag skulle vilja veta hurrostmottagliga de senast uppräknade bilarna är

==> vad innebär rost?

==> vilken siffra har andra bilar av märket toyota,opel samt renault

==> Jag skulle vilja ha samtliga tidigare värden på opel corsa 1985

==> Jag vill ha en lista på bilar som kostar 50000-70000. de ska ha

kupeutrymme minst 3,krocks minst4,bränsleförbrukning under 1 samt

rost 4 eller5

==> Kan du komplettera med andra uppgifter som du har

==> vad innebär kupeut3

==> vad innebär rost5

==> kan du komplettera föregående lista med hastigheten

==> Tack för hjälpen!

==> hhur mycket kostar den billigaste mercedes

==> vilka bilar kan man köpa för 50000 -70000

==> hur stora är de?-hur mycket hk, utrymme

==> vad betyder kupeut

==> hur fort går dem? - nu är jag bara intresserad av mellanklass/storbil

==> hur snabb rosta dem

==> vad betyder rost siffrorna? - är 1 bättre än 5

==> hur är det med säkerhet? - vilka har säkerhetsbälter i baksätet

==> vad betyder krocks

==> hur är det när man jämnföra kostnader över reparationer

==> vad betyder repara siffrorna

==> Finns det någon Mercedes ?

==> Vad kostar de ?
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==> Hur mycket bensin drar en Mercedes 200 ?

==> Vad har ni för andra bilar under 70000 kr ?

==> Jag vill bara se de 10 billigaste

==> I vilket skick är Ford Fiesta för 26800 kr ?

==> Är den rostig ?

==> Har Mercedesen från 1982 några rostskador ?

==> Hur snabb är en Mercedes 200

==> Hur snabb är Fiestan

==> Jag vill ha alla fakta om Mercedesen och Fiestan

==> Vad finns det för bilar som är lika stora som Mercedes 200 och kostar

under 70000 kr ?

==> Vad finns det för storleksklasser

==> Vad finns det för större mellanklassbilar under 70000 som drar

mindre bensin än 1,12

==> Hur rostiga, hur säkra, hur rymliga och hur snabba är de

==> Jag vill veta säkerhet, utrymme och tekniska data för en Mercedes 200

1982 års modell

==> Kan jag få samma uppgifter om de andra storbilarna under 70000 kr

==> Hur snabba är de

==> Hur mycket bensin drar de

==> Hur rostiga är de och hur snabbt accelererar de

==> Vilken rostskyddsklass är bäst

==> Hur säkra och hur rymliga var Citroenerna, och hur snabba är de

==> Finns det fler storbilar under 70000

==> hur mycket kostar normalt en bil som folk köper?

==> Hur mycket kostar en Mercedes?

==> Finns det en liknande bil, som Mercedesen, som är billigare?

==> Jag tänker på storleken och utrymmet i bilen.

==> Vilka sorters bilar finns det i prisklassen 50000-70000 kronor?

==> Kan jag få uppgifter om en Ford Sierra 1985?

==> Till att börja med är jag intresserad av storleksklass och utrymme.

==> Kan du jämföra detta med en Volvo 240?

==> Definiera en mellanklassbil om möjligt.

==> ad definieras en Mercedes som?

==> Vad finns det för Större mellanklassbil i prisklassen 50000-70000?

==> Då vill jag veta allt om tillverkare, modellbeteckning, årsmodell,

tillverkningsland, rostbenägenhet och storleksklass.

==> Vad står siffran 5 för, i kolumnen rost?

==> Kan jag få dessa uppgifter om Volvo 240 1988 också?

==> Finns det någon mellanklassbil i prisklassen 50000-70000 kronor och

har tillverkningsår 1988?

==> Samma fråga fast tillverkningsår 19876 eller 1987.

==> ok, 1985.

==> kan jag få se närmare på Volvo 300, Mazda 626 och Ford Sierra?

==> Allting av de ovanstående frågorna

==> vad betyder kupeut?

==> Hur mäts bagageutrymet?

==> Kan jag få alla uppgifter om Citroen 1985?

==> Storleksklass, pris, tillverkningsland, rost, bagage och kupeutrymme.

==> Kan jag få veta mer om säkerhet när det gäller Citroen CX 1985 och

Mazda 626 1985?=?

==> vad anger siffrorna i drifts och krocks?

==> Samma uppgifter för Ford Sierra 1985.

==> vad finns det för bilar som kostar under 70000 kr
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==> visa de 25 mest köpta bilmodellerna

==> visa 25 bilar som kostar under 70000 kr

==> visa alla bilmodeller som kostar under 70000 kr

==> visa alla bilmodeller under 50000 kr

==> visa alla storbilar under 70000

==> hur mycket bensin drar en volvo 240 av årsmodell 1982 och 1985

==> hur mycket bensin drar en mercedes årsmodell 1982

==> hur mycket bensin drar en audi 100 årsmodell 1982

==> vad kostar en volvo 240 årsmodell 1985 i driftkostnader

==> hur lång rostskyddsgaranti har en volvo 240 årsmodell 1985

==> vad kostar reservdelar till volvo 240

==> hur stor lastkapacitet har en volvo 240

==> visa alla mellanstora bilar under 70000 kr

==> hur stor bränsleförbrukning har en peugeot 305

==> vilka driftkostnader har peugeot 305

==> vilka prestanda har peugeot 305

==> tjänstevikt

==> visa driftkostnader för saab 900 årsmodell 1982

==> visa bränsleförbrukning för saab 900 årsmodell 1982

==> visa bränsleförbrukning och driftkostnad för bmw 318

==> visa bränsleförbrukning och driftkostnad för bmw 518 och volvo 300

==> visa pris på volvo 300 1988 år modell

==> visa bränslekostnad och driftkostnad för ford sierra

==> visa bränsleförbrukning för ford sierra

==> hur rymlig är ford sierra årsmodell 1985

==> hur rymlig är volvo 240 årsmodell 1985

==> hur rymlig är peugeot 305 och saab 900 årsmodell 1982

==> hur rymlig är bmw 318 och bmw 518

==> hur rymlig är volvo 300 årsmodell 1982

==> hur krocksäker är volvo 240 årsmodell 1985

==> visa krocksäkerhet för peugeot 305, saab 900 årsmodell 1982, bmw 318,

bmw 518, volvo 300, ford sierra

==> visa rostskydd för volvo 240 årsmodell 1985

==> visa rostskydd för peugeot 305, saab 900 årsmodell 1982, bmw 518,

volvo 300 årsmodell 1982, ford sierra

==> visa pris på peugeot 305, bmw 518, ford sierra

==> är rostskydd 5 det bästa

==> är krocksäkerhet 5 det bästa

==> Vilka Mercedes finns tillgängliga

==> Hur mycket bensin drar dessa modeller?

==> Vad kostar dessa modeller?

==> Hur är prestandan på dessa modeller?

==> Hur är rostbenägenheten på dessa modeller?

==> Vad innebär bedömningen 5?

==> Hur klassificeras storleksklassen på dessa modeller?

==> Vilka övriga bilmärken finns i storbilsklassen?

==> Vad kostar Audi 100 årsmodell 1982?

==> Hur är bränsleförbrukningen på denna bil

==> Hur är rostbenägenheten?

==> Vilka data gäller för Audi 100 årsmodell 1985?

==> Vilka data gäller för Volvo 240 årsmodell 1982?

==> Vilka data gäller för Volvo 240 årsmodell 1985?

==> Kan jag få exempel på bilar som kostar cirka 70 000 kronor och har

följande egenskaper:
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==> Jag vill ha förslag på bilar som kostar mellan 55 000 och 70 000

kronor, tack!

==> Vilka av dessa bilar drar under en liter i landsvägskörning, kan

jag få uppgifter på de som gör det (hur mycket under litern de drar).

==> Vilka är storleksklasserna?

==> Vilka av de bilar som drar under en liter klassificeras som

mellanklassbil eller större mellanklassbil?

==> Kan jag få dessa bilar i den rankordning de kom i Folksams stora

krocksäkerhetsundersökning, tack?

==> Vilken skala tillämpades i undersökningen?

==> Kan jag få en lista på de bilar som hade krocksäkerhet 4 och 5 med

uppgifter från undersökningen från 1000 bilägare om reparationer,

==> Hur är undersökningen gjord, är det antalet reparationer på just

den modellen under en viss period?

==> Kan jag få en lista på dessa bilar plus de fyra som ej var med i

krocksäkerhetsundersökningen med deras rostbenägenhet?

==> Vilken skala är rostbenägenhetslistan uppdelad i?

==> Vilka tekniska data är möjliga att få?

==> Kan jag få en tabell på dessa bilar utom den som har 1 i rostbenägenhet

med fakta om acceleration, motorstyrka och toppfart?

==> Hur är accelerationslistan uppbyggd?

==> Slutligen, kan jag få en lista på dessa bilar med uppgifter omrymlighet?

==> Tillverkare, modell, bränsleförb, krocks, reparation, rostbenägenhet.

==> Jag skulle vilja ha information om rymlighet också, tack.

==> Vilken skala är kupeutrymmet gjord i?

==> Kan jag få samma tabell med priser också tack.

==> lista storleksklasser

==> lista märken på större mellanklassbil och storbil

==> lista priser upp till 70000 från ovanstående lista

==> lista driftsäkerhet från nya listan

==> fråga vad innebär driftsiffrorna? 1=bäst?

==> vilken rostmängd har de listade bilarna

==> lista kostnader

==> lista alla

==> lista försäkring och skatt samt värdeminskning

==> tabort från listan ovan båda citroen och volvo 1985 och lista säkerhet

på de kvarvarande

==> lista utrymme

==> lista bränsleekonomi

==> vilka bilar finns?

==> vilka bilar inom prisklass 40 000 kronor och 65 000 kronor?

==> nej, bara mellan storlekarna.

==> hur rostbenägen är modell honda accord 1985 års modell?

==> vad betyder 2?

==> vilken av modellerna inom angiven prisklass kan anses vara minst

reparationsbenägen?

==> vad betyder 920?

==> vad kostar denna bil?

==> VILKA ANDRA BILMODELLER SKULLE KUNNA MOTSVARA OPEL CORSA 1988 ÅRS

MODELL, BETRÄFFANDE PRIS OCH DRIFT/UNDERHÅLLSKOSTNADER?

==> SÖKER ANDRA MODELLER I SAMMA PRISKLASS SOM EJ SKULLE VARA DYRARE ATT

UNDERHÅLLA.

==> VAD BETYDER 320?

==> VAD BETYDER 1180?
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==> VILKA MODELLER FINNS SOM UNDERSTIGER 2000 KRONOR/ ÅR I REPARATION

OCH UNDERHÅLLSKOSTNADER OCH SOM LIGGER I PRISKLASS 40 000 KRONOR

- 65 000 KRONOR, OCH DESSUTOM ÄR I STORLEK MELLANKLASSBIL?

==> OM JAG KAN STRÄCKA MIG TILL 3000 KRONOR I UNDERHÅLL OCH

REPARATIONSKOSTNADER PER ÅR?

==> VILKA 3 MODELLER AV DESSA HAR BÄST ROSTNUMMER?

==> VAD ÄR DRIFTSKOSTNADEN FÖR RESPEKTIVE MODELL I OVEN TABELL?

==> ÄR BRÄNSLEPRISET PER ÅR?

==> kan jag få förslag på bilmodeller i prisklassen 50000 kronor?

==> förslag på begagnade bilmodeller runt 1987-88 års modell i storlek

med toyota corolla

==> Kan jag få prisuppgifter på mellanstora bilmodeller?

==> nej visa mig ett urval av de billigaste.

==> Visa mig ett urval av mellanstora bilmodeller i prisklasserna

40-70000 kronor

==> vilka av dessa bilmodeller är minst dyra i drift om man ser till

reparationskostnader och hur mycket bensin de drar?
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Appendix B

Test suite

/*=====================================================================*/

/*=====================================================================*/

/* */

/* NOUNS WITH PRE-POSED ATTRIBUTES */

/* */

/*=====================================================================*/

/*=====================================================================*/

/*====================*/

/* Countable nouns */

/*====================*/

/*========*/

/* Common */

/* nouns */

/*========*/

/*--------- */

/* Articles */

/*--------- */

Lista en leksak.

Lista leksaker.

Lista ett företag.

Lista företag.

Lista leksaken.

Lista den leksaken.

Lista företaget.

Lista det företaget.

Lista leksakerna.

Lista företagen.

Lista de leksakerna.

Lista de företagen.

/*----------- */

/* Adjectives */

/*----------- */

Lista en svensk leksak.
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Lista ett svenskt företag.

Lista svenska leksaker.

Lista svenska företag.

Lista den svenska leksaken.

Lista det svenska företaget.

Lista de svenska leksakerna.

Lista de svenska företagen.

Lista de börsnoterade svenska företagen.

Lista det börsnoterade svenska företaget.

/* superlative */

Lista den längsta leksaken.

Lista den dyraste längsta leksaken.

Lista den längsta dyraste leksaken.

Lista de längsta leksakerna.

Lista de tio dyraste leksakerna.

Lista de tio dyraste svenska leksakerna.

Lista den tionde dyraste leksaken.

Lista den tionde dyraste svenska leksaken.

Lista alla de dyraste leksakerna.

Lista alla hans dyraste leksaker.

Lista samtliga företagets dyraste leksaker.

Lista alla hans dyraste svenska leksaker.

/* Modified adjectives */

Lista en mycket lång leksak.

Lista en tio meter lång leksak.

/* ------------------------------------------------------ */

/* Possesive and genitive third person pronouns. */

/* ------------------------------------------------------ */

Lista hans leksak.

Lista hennes leksaker.

Lista dess leksaker.

Lista deras leksaker.

/*------------------ */

/* Nouns in genitive */

/* ----------------- */

Lista företagets leksaker.

Lista ett börsnoterat företags svenska leksaker.

Lista företagets svenska leksak.

Lista företagets chefers leksaker.

Lista alla företags chefer.

Lista det börsnoterade företagets svenska chefers gula leksaker.

/*-----------------*/

/* Quantfiers */

/* ----------------*/
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Lista de tio företagen.

Lista de tio svenska leksakerna.

Lista de tio svenska börsnoterade företagen.

Lista hennes tio svenska leksaker.

Lista företagets tio svenska leksaker.

Lista vissa svenska leksaker.

Lista ingen svensk leksak.

Lista inga företag.

Lista alla företag.

Lista några leksaker.

Lista någon svensk leksak.

Lista varje svenskt företag.

Lista alla hennes svenska företag.

Lista hennes alla svenska företag.

Lista alla de svenska företagen.

Lista de tio företagen.

Lista tio företag.

Lista många företag.

/*===================*/

/* Uncountable nouns */

/*===================*/

/*----------- */

/* Adjectives */

/*----------- */

Lista svensk kod.

Lista svensk komplett kod.

Lista den längsta koden.

Lista den längsta mest effektiva koden.

Lista den längsta kompletta koden.

Lista den längsta mest effektiva kompletta koden.

/* Modified adjectives */

Lista mycket effektiv kod.

Lista tio rader lång kod.

/* superlative */

Lista den mest effektiva koden.

Lista den längsta koden.

Lista den längsta kompletta koden.

Lista den mest effektiva längsta koden.

Lista den tionde mest effektiva koden.

Lista den tionde längsta kompletta koden.

/* Measure expression */

Lista tio rader kod.

/*--------- */
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/* Definite */

/* Articles */

/*--------- */

Lista den svenska koden.

/*-------------*/

/* Indefinite */

/* Quantifiers */

/*-------------*/

Lista ingen kod.

Lista någon svensk kod.

Lista all kod.

Lista mycket kod.

/*==============*/

/* Proper nouns */

/*==============*/

Lista Nilsson.

Lista Nilssons leksak.

Lista Nilssons leksaker.

Lista Nilssons svenska leksak.

Lista Nilssons svenska leksaker.

Lista Nilssons längsta leksak.

Lista Nilssons längsta leksaker.

Lista Nilssons kod.

Lista Nilssons svenska kod.

Lista Nilssons mest effektiva kod.

Lista Nilssons chefs leksak.

Lista Nilssons chefers leksak.

Lista Nilssons svenska chefs leksak.

Lista Nilssons svenska företags leksak.

Lista Nilssons mest effektiva företags chefer.

Lista Nilssons kods buggar.

Lista Nilssons effektiva kods buggar.

/*-------------*/

/* appositions */

Lista företaget Direct Dialogue

Lista det svenska företaget Direct Dialogue.

Lista chefen Nilsson.

Lista modul X17.

Lista doktor Nilsson.

/*=====================*/

/* Indefinite pronouns */

/*=====================*/
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Lista ingen.

Lista inget.

Lista ingenting.

Lista någon.

Lista något.

Lista någonting.

Lista alla.

Lista allt.

Lista allting.

/*=====================================================================*/

/*=====================================================================*/

/* */

/* COORDINATED NP:s */

/* */

/*=====================================================================*/

/*=====================================================================*/

/*==============================*/

/* Binary coordination */

/*==============================*/

/*---------------------------------*/

/* Non-distributive coordinations */

/* 1 parse */

/* No conjunct specified */

Lista bilar och båtar.

Lista bilar eller båtar.

Lista bilar och svenska båtar.

Lista Nilsson eller Direct Dialogue.

Lista Stockholm och Gotland.

Lista juni och juli.

Lista måndag eller tisdag.

Lista femton tyska båtar och svenska bilar.

/* Both conjuncts specified */

Lista en bil eller en båt.

Lista alla svenska bilar och den dyraste båten.

Lista de fem dyraste tyska bilarna eller den dyraste båten.

Lista de dyraste bilarna och hennes båtar.

Lista de dyraste bilarna eller hennes båtar.

Lista företagets svenska bilar och förlagets tyska böcker.

Lista företagets svenska bilar eller förlagets tyska böcker.

Lista företagets bil och den dyraste båten.

Lista bilar eller hennes båtar.

Lista tio båtar eller företagets alla bilar.

Lista bilarna och de tyska båtarna.

Lista bilarna eller de tyska båtarna.

Lista alla svenska bilar och tio tyska båtar.
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/* Right conjunct specified */

Lista bilar och företagets båtar.

Lista svenska bilar och de tyska båtarna.

Lista bilarna och hennes femton tyska båtar.

/* Left conjunct specified */

Lista en svensk bil och tio tyska båtar.

Lista en svensk bil eller tio tyska båtar.

/*-------------------------------*/

/* Distributive coordinations */

/* 1 parse */

Lista företagets svenska bilar och båtar.

Lista företagets svenska bilar eller tyska båtar.

Lista företagets tyska bilar och tyska båtar.

Lista Nilssons två tyska bilar och tio svenska båtar.

Lista Nilssons två bilar och tio svenska båtar.

Lista Nilssons två bilar eller tio svenska båtar.

Lista Nilssons två bilar eller tio båtar.

Lista Nilssons tyska bilar och två svenska båtar.

Lista Nilssons bilar och svenska båtar.

Lista en tysk bil eller båt.

Lista en tysk bils eller båts motor.

Lista en tysk bil eller svensk båt.

Lista en båt eller svensk bil.

Lista företagets svenska musik och effektiva kod.

Lista företagets musik och effektiva kod.

Lista den tyska bilen eller svenska båten.

Lista det dyraste företaget eller mest effektiva förlaget.

/*-----------------------------*/

/* Ambigous coordinations */

/* - both a non-distributive */

/* and a distributive reading */

/* 2 parses per sentence */

Lista de tyska bilarna och båtarna.

Lista den svenska popen och rocken.

Lista den svenska popens och rockens chefer.

Lista tyska bilar och båtar.

Lista tyska bilar eller båtar.

Lista de tio dyraste bilarna och båtarna.

Lista svenska bilar och båtar.

Lista svenska bilar eller båtar.

Lista femton tyska bilar och svenska båtar.

Lista alla tyska bilar och svenska båtar.

Lista tysk rock och pop.

Lista mycket svensk rock och tysk pop.

Lista mycket pop och svensk rock.

/*==========================*/

/* Multiple conjunction */
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/*==========================*/

/*--------------*/

/* Non-ambigous */

Lista Nilsson, Direct Dialogue och X17.

Lista Stockholm, Gotland och Örebro.

Lista juni, juli och augusti.

Lista måndag, tisdag och onsdag.

Lista tio svenska leksaker, gula bilar och tyska båtar.

Lista all svensk musik, de tio dyraste bilarna eller alla tyska båtar.

Lista hans bil, en svensk båt eller tio leksaker.

Lista Nilssons tyska leksaker, tyska bilar och svenska båtar.

Lista Nilssons bilar eller svenska båtar.

Lista företagets båtar, bilar och förlagets böcker.

Lista Nilssons tio leksaker, två bilar och tio båtar.

Lista Nilssons tio leksaker, bilar eller tio båtar.

Lista Nilssons leksaker, två bilar och tio båtar.

Lista företagets tyska pop, rock och kod.

Lista företagets tyska leksak, bil eller båt.

Lista Nilssons tyska leksak, tyska båt eller svenska bil.

Lista en tysk leksak, tysk båt eller svensk bil.

Lista en leksak, båt eller svensk bil.

Lista företagets svenska pop, tyska rock och effektiva kod.

Lista den tyska bilen, svenska båten och tyska leksaken.

/*--------------*/

/* Ambigous */

Lista tyska leksaker, bilar och båtar.

Lista tyska leksaker, bilar eller båtar.

Lista de tyska bilarna, båtarna eller leksakerna.

Lista tysk pop, musik eller kod.

Lista företagets tyska pop, musik och kod.

Lista den tyska popen, musiken eller koden.

Lista tio bilar, båtar och leksaker.

Lista mycket tysk musik och effektiv kod.

Lista mycket pop, rock eller effektiv kod

/*=====================================================================*/

/*=====================================================================*/

/* */

/* NOUNS WITH PP ATTRIBUTES */

/* */

/*=====================================================================*/

/*=====================================================================*/

/*----------------------------*/

/* Complemental PP:s */

/*---------------*/

/* Uncountable */
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Lista information om Direct Dialogue.

Lista svensk information om Direct Dialogue.

Lista den svenska informationen om Direct Dialogue.

Lista den dyraste informationen om Direct Dialogue.

Lista den mest effektiva informationen om Direct Dialogue.

Lista den tionde dyraste informationen om Direct Dialogue.

Lista den dyraste svenska informationen om Direct Dialogue.

Lista mycket dyr information om Direct Dialogue.

Lista tio rader information om Direct Dialogue.

Lista företagets information om Direct Dialogue.

Lista hans information om Direct Dialogue.

Lista ingen information om Direct Dialogue.

Lista all information om Direct Dialogue.

Lista information om båtar och bilar.

Lista information om bilar och om båtar.

Lista information om företag med leksaker.

/*---------------*/

/* Countable */

Lista en chef för Direct Dialogue.

Lista chefen för Direct Dialogue.

Lista chefer för Direct Dialogue.

Lista en svensk chef för Direct Dialogue.

Lista den effektivaste chefen för Direct Dialogue.

Lista chefer för svenska företag eller förlag.

Lista chefer för Nilssons tio företag och förlag.

Lista chefer för något svenskt företag eller för något tyskt förlag.

Lista chefer för alla svenska företag utan leksaker.

Lista en chef för något svenskt företag eller förlag.

Lista chefer för tyska företag eller förlag.

/*----------------------*/

/* Possessive PP:s */

/*----------------------*/

/*---------------*/

/* Uncountable */

Lista kod med många buggar.

Lista all kod med information om buggar.

Lista företagets kod utan buggar.

Lista kod utan information eller med buggar.

Lista kod utan information och buggar.

Lista pop och rock utan något förlag.

/*---------------*/

/* Countable */

Lista någon leksak med motorer.

Lista leksaker med motorer

Lista en bil utan någon motor.

Lista leksaker med motorer och buggar.
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Lista leksaker med motorer och utan buggar.

Lista leksakerna med motorer och utan buggar.

Lista bilar med motorer eller båtar utan motorer.

Lista företag och förlag med svenska chefer.

Lista den svenska popen och rocken utan förlag.

Lista de svenska företagen och förlagen med svenska chefer.

Lista de svenska företagen och tyska förlagen utan några chefer.

Lista den dyraste bilen och båten utan någon motor.

/*------------------------------------------------*/

/* Locative PP-attributes */

/*------------------------------------------------*/

/*---------------*/

/* Uncountable */

Lista pop i Stockholm.

Lista pop och rock i Stockholm och på Gotland.

Lista popen och rocken på Gotland.

Lista en leksak under motorn.

Lista en leksak under motorn och på båten.

Lista en leksak på båten på Gotland.

Lista leksaker i bilen i Stockholm.

Lista leksaker i bilen och på båten.

Lista företag och förlag på Gotland.

Lista den tyska popen och rocken i Stockholm.

Lista de svenska bilarna och båtarna på Gotland.

Lista den dyraste bilen eller båten i Stockholm.

Lista gula bilar och båtar i Stockholm.

Lista någon gul bil eller båt från Stockholm.

Lista något börsnoterat förlag från Gotland.

Lista företagets dyraste pop eller rock i Stockholm.

/*------------------------------------------------*/

/* Temporal PP-attributes */

/*------------------------------------------------*/

/*---------------*/

/* Uncountable */

Lista musik från i måndags.

Lista svensk musik från i juni.

Lista musik fr.o.m. juni t.o.m. augusti.

Lista leveranserna i juni.

Lista leveranser på måndag.

Lista en leverans från måndagen.

Lista leveranserna i måndags.

Lista leveranser fram tills i juni.

Lista leveranser tills juni.

Lista leveranser t.o.m. augusti.

Lista leveranser under tisdagen.

Lista leveranser från juni till juli.

Lista leveranserna sedan i tisdags.

Lista leveranserna från juni.
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Lista de dyraste leveranserna och ordrarna sedan i juni.

Lista alla ordrar och leveranser under juni.

/*=====================================================================*/

/*=====================================================================*/

/* */

/* NAKED NOUNS AND INTERROGATIVE NP:s */

/* */

/*=====================================================================*/

/*=====================================================================*/

/*------------------*/

/* Naked nouns */

/*------------------*/

Lista anslutning

Lista automatisk anslutning

Lista anslutning och autenticering

Lista automatisk anslutning och autenticering

Lista automatisk anslutning och inkommande autenticering

Lista anslutning och automatisk autenticering

/*------------------------------------*/

/* WH-PRONOUNS */

/*------------------------------------*/

Vem fungerar?

Vem i Stockholm fungerar?

Vad fungerar?

Vad på Gotland fungerar?

Vilka fungerar?

Vilka i Stockholm fungerar?

Vilka leksaker fungerar?

Vilka leksaker och bilar fungerar?

Vilka svenska leksaker fungerar?

Vilka svenska leksaker och tyska bilar fungerar?

Vilka svenska leksaker och bilar fungerar?

Vilka dyraste leksaker fungerar?

Vilka dyraste leksaker och nyaste bilar fungerar?

Vilka dyraste leksaker och bilar fungerar?

Vilka fem dyraste svenska leksaker fungerar?

Vilka fem dyraste bilar och båtar fungerar?

Vilken leksak fungerar?

Vilken bil eller båt fungerar?

Vilken svensk leksak fungerar?

Vilken svensk bil eller tysk båt fungerar?

Vilken svensk bil eller båt fungerar?

Vilken dyraste leksak fungerar?

Vilken dyraste leksak eller nyaste bil fungerar?

Vilken dyraste leksak eller bil fungerar?

Vilket företag fungerar?

Vilket företag eller förlag fungerar?

Vilket svenskt företag fungerar?

Vilket svenskt företag eller tyskt förlag fungerar?
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Vilket svenskt företag eller förlag fungerar?

Vilket dyraste företag fungerar?

Vilket dyraste företag eller nyaste förlag fungerar?

Vilket dyraste företag eller förlag fungerar?

Vems leksak fungerar?

Vems leksaker fungerar?

Vilkas leksak fungerar?

Vilkas leksaker fungerar?

Hur dyra leksaker fungerar?

Hur dyra svenska leksaker fungerar?

Hur dyra leksaker och bilar fungerar?

Hur dyra svenska leksaker och tyska bilar fungerar?

Hur dyrt företag fungerar?

Hur dyrt företag eller förlag fungerar?

Hur dyrt svenskt företag fungerar?

Hur dyrt svenskt företag eller tyskt förlag fungerar?

Hur dyr leksak fungerar?

Hur dyr leksak eller bil fungerar?

Hur dyr svensk leksak fungerar?

Hur dyr svensk leksak eller tysk bil fungerar?

Hurdan leksak fungerar?

Hurdan leksak eller bil fungerar?

Hurdan svensk leksak fungerar?

Hurdan svensk leksak eller tysk bil fungerar?

Hurdant företag fungerar?

Hurdant företag eller förlag fungerar?

Hurdant svenskt företag fungerar?

Hurdant svenskt företag eller tyskt förlag fungerar?

Hurdana leksaker fungerar?

Hurdana leksaker och bilar fungerar?

Hurdana svenska leksaker fungerar?

Hurdana svenska leksaker och tyska bilar fungerar?

Hur många leksaker fungerar?

Hur många leksaker och bilar fungerar?

Hur många svenska leksaker fungerar?

Hur många tyska bilar och svenska båtar fungerar?

Hur mycket kod fungerar?

Hur mycket effektiv kod fungerar?

Hur mycket kod och musik fungerar?

Hur mycket effektiv kod och svensk musik fungerar?
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Appendix C

Evaluation corpus

/*----------------------------------------------*/

/* CELLULAR PHONE DOMAIN */

/*----------------------------------------------*/

Lista "min" SuperTEL-sida

Lista "vanliga" internetsidor

Lista 071- eller 072-

Lista 0900-100 0 700 och 0713-100 70

Lista 14 öre på mitt kort

Lista 500 användare

Lista all information

Lista alla loggor och ringsignaler

Lista alla mina telefonnummer på mitt SIM-kort

Lista alla påslagna telefoner

Lista alla tre svenska operatörer

Lista andra operatörer än Telia

Lista annan operatör

Lista anonyma SMS

Lista automatisk distribution och begäran av engångslösenord

Lista bruksanvisningen till min telefon

Lista de gällande abonnemangsbestämmelserna

Lista denna tjänst

Lista Easy-, Refill- eller Kontant-korten

Lista en GSM-mast

Lista en GSM-telefon

Lista en annan antenn på min mobil

Lista en användare per mobiltelefonnummer

Lista en basstation

Lista en extra avgift för kortköp under 300 kr

Lista en gratissite

Lista en mobiltelefon

Lista en ny komplett telefon

Lista en påslagen mobiltelefon

Lista en säkerhetsrisk

Lista en timme

Lista en www-adress

Lista en yttre antenn

Lista ett SIM-kort

Lista ett SMS
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Lista ett abonnemang

Lista ett e-mail

Lista ett eget hälsningsmeddelande

Lista ett konto

Lista ett lösenord

Lista ett meddelande i Röstbrevlådan

Lista ett nytt SIM-kort

Lista ett nytt batteri

Lista ett orginal

Lista ett personligt hälsningsmeddelande

Lista ett piratbatteri

Lista ett stängt abonnemang

Lista ett textmeddelande

Lista extra rabatt på ett par speciella nummer

Lista förval hos SuperTEL

Lista gratis SMS

Lista hemlig avsändare

Lista hur lång uppsägningstid

Lista hur mycket pengar

Lista hur många SMS

Lista inget SMS-meddelande

Lista inget kredit- eller betalkort

Lista meddelanden om hälsningar i min röstbrevlåda

Lista koden till Röstbrevlådan

Lista koden till röstbrevlådan

Lista kontakt med Netlink

Lista kontakt med basstationen

Lista kund hos Er

Lista kund hos SuperTEL

Lista känsligheten på MPG

Lista leveranstiden för mina SMS

Lista medlem på Spray Mobil

Lista min GSM-telefon

Lista min PC

Lista min PIN eller PUK-kod

Lista min Röstbrevlåda

Lista min abonnemangsperiod

Lista min bärbara dator

Lista min gamla operatör

Lista min logga eller ringsignal

Lista min mobil

Lista min mobiltelefon

Lista min operatör

Lista min personliga åtkomstkod

Lista min registrering

Lista min röstbrevlåda

Lista min telefon

Lista min vanliga svenska GSM-telefon

Lista mina PIN- och PUK-koder

Lista mina meddelanden och hälsningsmeddelanden i Röstbrevlådan

Lista mina rutiner och processer gällande administration av användare

Lista mina samtal

Lista minst 300 kr

Lista mitt Spray Mobilkonto
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Lista mitt abonnemang

Lista mitt djuice mobilabonnemang

Lista mitt företags bokföring

Lista mitt förval

Lista mitt kort

Lista mitt kredit- eller betalkort

Lista mitt lösenord

Lista mitt mobilnummer

Lista mitt mobiltelefonnummer

Lista mitt telefonnummer

Lista mobila användare

Lista nokia och Ericsson

Lista numret eller modellen för min mobiltelefon

Lista ny telefon

Lista närmare en MPG än tio meter

Lista någon anslutningsavgift

Lista något om "cell info"

Lista några speciella krav på utrustningen

Lista olika abonnemang

Lista omyndiga personer

Lista PIN och PUK

Lista PIN- och PUK-kod

Lista plasten i min telefonväskas fönster

Lista prefix 9556

Lista SIM-lås eller SIM-lock

Lista samtalet till vägtelefonen

Lista sin WAP-telefon

Lista sitt kortnummer

Lista skillnaden mellan Comviq Kontant och andra abonnemang

Lista skillnaden mellan PIN och PIN2

Lista skillnaden mellan litet och stort SIM-kort

Lista spray Mobils tjänster

Lista superTELs bakgrund

Lista telefonens display

Lista telefonnummer o dyl

Lista två nummer

Lista uteblivet svar

Lista vidarekoppling och Medflyttning

Lista åtkomst till systemen

Vilka förbetalda SIM-kort fungerar

Vilka inställningar fungerar

Vilka länder fungerar

Vilka telefoner fungerar

Vilka typer av säkerhetssystem fungerar

Vilka vägar fungerar

Vilken hastighet fungerar

Vilken kapacitet fungerar

Vilken kod fungerar

Vilken operatör fungerar

Vilken telefon fungerar

Vilken typ av telefoner fungerar

Vilket abonnemang fungerar

Vilket meddelandecentralnummer fungerar
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/*------------------------------------------*/

/* INTERNET BANKING DOMAIN */

/*------------------------------------------*/

Lista alla kunder

Lista banktjänsterna i Solo

Lista banktjänsterna på Internet

Lista betalningar och andra bankaffärer

Lista de gamla

Lista de tekniska förutsättningarna

Lista de tekniska förutsättningarna för Sms-tjänsten i Solo

Lista de tekniska förutsättningarna för Wap-tjänsten i Solo

Lista den personliga koden

Lista dessa frågor

Lista en "hacker"

Lista en genomförd betalning

Lista en ny bricka med engångskoder

Lista en ny engångskod

Lista en nyare version av säkerhetsprogrammet SmartTrust

Lista en webbläsare

Lista ett meddelande

Lista ett visst konto

Lista fel pinkod

Lista fondandelar i tjänsten

Lista frågor och support

Lista följande meddelande

Lista information om räntor och villkor för Nordeas produkter och tjänster

Lista ingen kontakt med Nordeas server

Lista internettjänsterna i Solo

Lista kontoutdrag per post

Lista kontoutdragen i Banken

Lista kontoutdragen per post

Lista mer information om kursutveckling och dyl.

Lista mer plats på skärmen för Solo

Lista min dator

Lista min personliga kod till Solo

Lista min säkerhetsdosa

Lista min wap-telefon

Lista min webbläsare

Lista mina betalningsmottagare

Lista mina engångskoder

Lista mina transaktioner och min kontoinformation

Lista mitt EID-kort

Lista mitt elektroniska ID-kort

Lista mitt konto

Lista navigator eller Explorer version 3 och äldre

Lista Nordeas Internettjänster

Lista periodicitet på kontoutdragen

Lista rätt betalningsmottagare

Lista sin gamla webbläsare

Lista Solo på Internet

Lista återkommande betalningar till samma mottagare

Vilka företag fungerar

Vilka inställningar fungerar
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Vilken periodicitet fungerar

Vilken webbläsare fungerar

/*---------------------------------------------*/

/* BROADBAND DOMAIN */

/*---------------------------------------------*/

Lista 2 megabit

Lista alla pengar

Lista antalet besök på min sida

Lista den nuvarande linan

Lista den personliga säkerheten

Lista denna utbyggnad

Lista det här med IT

Lista det med Internet

Lista en DSL-anslutning

Lista en annan person

Lista en anslutning

Lista en bärbar dator med DSL-anslutningen

Lista en egen FTP-server eller Webbserver

Lista en flopp

Lista en lägenhet

Lista en plats

Lista en proxyserver

Lista en server med min DSL-anslutning

Lista en service provider

Lista en telefonanslutning för Netikka-DSL-anslutningen

Lista en tjänst på stadsnätet

Lista en uppkoppling

Lista ett abonnemang

Lista ett anslutningspaket

Lista ett fast IP-nummer

Lista ett kontrakt

Lista ett lokalt bredbandsnät

Lista ett öppet stadsnät

Lista fast förbindelse

Lista fler tjänster

Lista hur många användare

Lista hur många datorer

Lista intrång från andra innanför brandväggen

Lista mer information

Lista min DSL-anslutning

Lista min by

Lista min hemsida

Lista min kabelTV-förening

Lista min möjlighet

Lista mina datorer

Lista mina hemsidor

Lista ny utrustning till min dator

Lista nya kablar

Lista nya orter

Lista någon garanterad bandbredd

Lista någon installationskostnad

Lista någon proxyserver på Österlen bredband
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Lista någon spärr

Lista oss i Västervik

Lista sitt interna nätverk

Lista specialutrustning till min dator

Lista SurfNets uppringningsnummer

Lista svaret på mitt problem

Lista så högt pris på anslutningspaketet

Lista typ av Bredbandsuppkoppling

Lista underliga problem med ADSL-anslutningen

Lista vår server

Vilka apparater och program fungerar

Vilka inställningar fungerar

Vilka säkerhetsåtgärder fungerar
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Appendix D

Classification of temporal PP:s
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Time category Temporal Place Temporal Source Temporal Goal Temporal Duration

Unit of Time

Minutes för tv̊a minuter sedan sedan tv̊a minuter (tillbaka) p̊a tv̊a minuter under/i tv̊a minuter

före/efter/om tv̊a minuter inom tv̊a minuter

Hours för tv̊a timmar sedan sedan tv̊a timmar (tillbaka) p̊a tv̊a timmar under/i tv̊a timmar

före/efter/om tv̊a timmar inom tv̊a timmar

Days för tv̊a dagar sedan sedan tv̊a dagar (tillbaka) p̊a tv̊a dagar under/i tv̊a dagar

före/efter/om tv̊a dagar inom tv̊a dagar

Weeks för tv̊a dagar sedan sedan tv̊a dagar (tillbaka) p̊a tv̊a dagar under/i tv̊a dagar

före/efter/om tv̊a dagar inom tv̊a dagar

Months för tv̊a månader sedan sedan tv̊a månader (tillbaka) p̊a tv̊a månader under/i tv̊a månader

före/efter/om tv̊a månader inom tv̊a månader

Weeks för tv̊a veckor sedan sedan tv̊a veckor (tillbaka) p̊a tv̊a veckor under/i tv̊a veckor

före/efter/om tv̊a veckor inom tv̊a veckor

Years för tv̊a år sedan sedan tv̊a år (tillbaka) p̊a tv̊a år under/i tv̊a år

före/efter/om tv̊a år inom tv̊a år

Temporal Name

Part of Day p̊a morgonen/kvällen sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. morgonen till/tills/t.o.m. p̊a morgonen under morgonen

Days (relative
current day)

idag sedan/fr.o.m./fr̊an idag till/tills/t.o.m. idag under dagen

imorgon fr̊an/fr.o.m. imorgon till/tills/t.o.m. imorgon under morgondagen

i övermorgon fr̊an/fr.o.m. i övermorgon till/tills/t.o.m. i övermor-
gon

ig̊ar sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. ig̊ar till/tills/t.o.m. ig̊ar under g̊ardagen

i förrg̊ar sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. i förrg̊ar till/tills/t.o.m. i förrg̊ar

Weekdays efter/före/p̊a tisdag fr̊an/fr.o.m. tisdag (fram) till/tills p̊a tisdag under tisdagen

(före/efter) i tisdags sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. i tisdags till/tills/t.o.m. i tisdags

Months efter/före/i juli sedan (i) juni till/tills i juni under juni månad

fr̊an/fr.o.m juni fram till/t.o.m. juni

Part of Year i v̊ar fr̊an/fr.o.m. i v̊ar till/tills/t.o.m. i v̊ar

i v̊aras sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. i v̊aras tills/fram till/t.o.m. i v̊aras

p̊a v̊aren sedan/fr.o.m. v̊aren tills/fram till/t.o.m. v̊aren under v̊aren

Years (relative
current year)

i år sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. i år tills/fram till/t.o.m. i år under året

i fjol sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. i fjol tills/fram till/t.o.m. i fjol under föreg̊aende år

Date (partial)

Time (relative
current day)

före/efter/vid kl. 15 sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. kl. 15 till/fram till/tills/t.o.m. kl.
15

Week (relative
current year)

före/efter/i v. 24 sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. v. 24 till/fram till/tills/t.o.m. v.
24

under/inom v. 24

Year före/efter år 2002 sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. år 2002 till/fram till/tills/t.o.m. år
2002

under/inom år 2002

Full Date före/efter den 7 juni 2002 sedan/fr̊an/fr.o.m. den 7 juni 2002 till/fram till/tills/t.o.m.
den 7 juni 2002

under den 7 juni 2002

före/efter 2002-06-07 –‖– –‖– –‖–

före/efter 7/6 2002 –‖– –‖– –‖–

före/efter 7.6.2002 –‖– –‖– –‖–

Table D.1. Classification of temporal prepositional phrases based on Reuter (1991), Telemann et al.
(1999) and my own language intuition
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